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Ukraine denies

supplying North Korea 
with missile technology
Alleges Russia to blame 

by Christopher Miller
RFE/RL

KYIV – An anxious Kyiv has denied 
a story in The New York Times quot-
ing an expert as saying North Korea 
may have obtained rocket engines 
from a Ukrainian state-run factory 
known as Yuzhmash, and instead 
alleges Russia is to blame.

Citing a report by the International 
Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) 
and classified assessments by U.S. 
intelligence agencies, The Times on 
August 14 reported that Pyongyang’s 
recent progress in its long-range mis-
sile program may be due to it having 
obtained advanced engine technology 
from Ukraine or Russia.

But the secretary of Ukraine’s 
National Security and Defense Council 
(NSDC), Oleksandr Turchynov, insisted 
that could not be the case.

“Ukraine has never supplied rocket 
engines or any kind of missile technol-
ogy to North Korea,” he said in a 
strongly worded statement published 
on the council’s website. “We believe 
that this anti-Ukrainian campaign was 
triggered by Russian secret services to 
cover their participation in the North 
Korean nuclear and missile programs.”

Moscow has not commented on the 
report or Ukraine’s allegations.

In its own statement, Yuzhmash 
said it “has never before and does not 
have anything to do with North 
Korean missile programs of a space or 
defense nature.” The company also 
said The Times report was “provoca-
tive” and “based on an incompetent 
expert opinion.”

Michael Elleman, the expert and 
author of the report for the London-
based IISS, told The New York Times 
that he believed the Yuzhmash missile 
factory, located in the eastern Ukrainian 
city of Dnipro, was “the most likely 
source of the engines” that powered 
North Korea’s two intercontinental bal-
listic missiles in July.

As part of his analysis, Mr. Elleman 
speculated that Yuzhmash employees 
might have been motivated to send the 
rocket technology to Pyongyang 
because the plant had “fallen on hard 
times” financially amid political 
upheaval and conflict in recent years.

by Isobel Koshiw
Special to The Ukrainian Weekly

KHARKIV, Ukraine – The Kharkiv 
Military Hospital has settled into the rou-
tine of this simmering war. Around five to 
10 patients arrive each week. 
The head doctors say eight out 
10 soldiers admitted, which 
include those sick as well as 
wounded, recover – though not 
necessarily psychologically. 

The injured soldiers lie ban-
daged up on modern-looking 
hospital beds. Demoralized, 
they say they are being used as 
fodder because under the Minsk 
agreements they are rarely allowed to 
answer enemy fire. While they understand 
that without Russia there would be no war, 
they lament that Ukraine’s authorities have 
no strategy to end it.

“If they wanted to end this war, they 
could in two weeks,” said Artur Dedchenko, 
who lies with his leg up in a cast. “Everyone 
who wants to leave [the occupied territo-

ry], should leave and then they should close 
up the block posts.” 

Mr. Dedchenko’s chances of making a full 
recovery have just improved thanks to a 
$140,000 donation by the late Gregory 
Malinowski to the United Ukrainian 

American Relief Committee. The money 
was used to buy and ship American physi-
cal therapy equipment to three hospitals, 
including the Kharkiv hospital, and hospi-
tals in Poltava and Dnipro. Before, soldiers 
would have to try to receive treatment at 
one of the three rehabilitation centers in 
Ukraine. Now they can use one of these 
gym-like rooms at the hospitals. 

“Unlike at the beginning of the war, we 
don’t have problems with basic equipment 
and food,” said Yuriy Podolyan, a lieutenant 
colonel and military doctor at the Kharkiv 
hospital. “What we need is volunteer psy-
chologists and medical equipment.”

The 2014 revolution and the sub-
sequent war sparked an unprece-
dented outburst of active patriotism 
in Ukraine that has been difficult to 
sustain. 

With the war so far away for 
most, and the threat of all-out war 
less acute, the population’s atten-
tion has turned away from Russia 
and the war to the failures of 
Ukraine’s authorities and the coun-

try’s economic woes. 
More than 60 percent of the population 

say their household income has significant-
ly or somewhat worsened since 2014, and 
the majority named price increases as their 
primary concern, according to a July survey 
on the public mood by the International 

CHICAGO – Bishop Benedict Aleksiychuk 
was enthroned as the fifth eparch of St. 
Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Eparchy in 
Chicago, which includes most of the central 
and western United States, including 
Hawaii and Alaska. The services took place 
on June 29 at St. Nicholas Cathedral, which 
was filled to overflowing by the faithful, 
hierarchs, clergy and monastics.

The Ukrainian-born Bishop Benedict 
(Venedykt), 49, previously served as auxil-
iary bishop of Lviv. He is a Ukrainian 
Studite monk; he was ordained a priest in 
Lviv 25 years ago and as a bishop in 
September 2010. His appointment as 
eparch of Chicago was announced in April 
by Pope Francis.

Vespers on the eve of the Feast of the 
Apostles Ss. Peter and Paul were celebrated 
by hierarchs, priests, deacons and monas-
tics gathered from throughout North 
America and Europe, joined by throngs of 
faithful from near and far to fill the cathe-
dral to near capacity.

The next morning, among those attend-
ing the enthronement services of the new 
eparch were hierarchs of other Churches 
sui juris of the Catholic Church. Clergy and 
laity alike were able to participate together 
with the complete text of the services pro-
vided in bilingual booklets available to 

facilitate the flow and cadence, whether 
singing in English or Ukrainian – along with 
a smattering of Greek to reflect the ancient 
origins of the Byzantine liturgical family to 
which the Ukrainian Church belongs. 

Just before noon, a procession of the 
ranks of clergy was joined by altar servers 
and representatives of parishes and societ-

ies down Rice Street in Chicago’s Ukrainian 
Village to the bishop’s chancery where 
Patriarch Sviatoslav, primate of the 
Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, and 
Archbishop Christophe Pierre, apostolic 
nuncio to the United States, were waiting to 

Criticism shift s to Ukraine’s authorities,
while Russia’s war in the east continues

(Continued on page 9)
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Bishop Benedict Aleksiychuk, formerly of Lviv,
enthroned as fi ft h eparch of St. Nicholas in Chicago

Patriarch Sviatoslav with the new eparch of Chicago, Bishop Benedict Aleksiychuk.
Photography by Stanley

sequent war sparked an unprece-
dented outburst of active patriotism 
in Ukraine that has been difficult to 
sustain. 

most, and the threat of all-out war 
less acute, the population’s atten-
tion has turned away from Russia 
and the war to the failures of 
Ukraine’s authorities and the coun-

With the war so far away for 
most, the Ukrainian population’s 
attention has turned away from 
Russia and the war to the fail-
ures of Ukraine’s authorities 
and the country’s economic woes.
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Report: North Korea makes own engines

WASHINGTON – The Reuters news agen-
cy is quoting U.S. intelligence officials as say-
ing they believe North Korea can produce 
its own missile engines and does not need 
to import the technology from Ukraine. The 
Reuters report on August 15 provides back-
ing to Ukraine, which has denied supplying 
North Korea with any missile technology, 
and runs counter to a new study by the 
International Institute for Strategic Studies 
which said that Pyongyang probably 
obtained the engines used in its latest ballis-
tic-missile tests on the black market from 
factories in Ukraine or Russia. Reuters quot-
ed one U.S. intelligence official as saying: 
“We have intelligence to suggest that North 
Korea is not reliant on imports of engines. 
...Instead, we judge they have the ability to 
produce the engines themselves.” An August 
14 report in The New York Times, citing an 
analysis by a missile expert and classified 
assessments by U.S. intelligence agencies, 
said that “North Korea’s success in testing 
an intercontinental ballistic missile that 
appears able to reach the United States was 
made possible by black-market purchases 
of powerful rocket engines probably from a 
Ukrainian factory.” When asked about the 
matter on August 15, U.S. State Department 
spokeswoman Heather Nauert said that 
Ukraine has a “very strong nonproliferation 
record.” (RFE/RL, based on reporting by 
Reuters and TASS)

Poroshenko orders probe into claims 

KYIV – Ukraine’s President Petro 
Poroshenko says he has ordered an “urgent, 
thorough and full investigation” into a media 
report alleging that North Korea may have 
purchased rocket engines from a Ukrainian 
factory. Mr. Poroshenko wrote on his 
Facebook page on August 16 that the probe 
will be led by the secretary of the National 
Security and Defense Council of Ukraine. The 
investigation will include the participation of 
the interagency commission for military-
technical cooperation policy and export con-
trol, as well as state-run missile factory 
Yuzhmash, Mr. Poroshenko wrote, with a 
report on the results due within three days. 
The announcement comes two days after a 
report in The New York Times, citing an 
analysis by a missile expert and classified 

assessments by U.S. intelligence agencies, 
said that “North Korea’s success in testing an 
intercontinental ballistic missile that 
appears able to reach the United States was 
made possible by black-market purchases of 
powerful rocket engines, probably from a 
Ukrainian factory.” Ukrainian officials have 
already denied the story. (RFE/RL’s 
Ukrainian Service)

U.S.: Respect Georgia’s sovereignty

WSHINGTON – U.S. State Department 
spokesperson Heather Nauert on August 9 
issued a statement in which the United 
States calls on Russia to respect Georgia’s 
sovereignty. The statement read: “The 
United States views the visit of President 
[Vladimir] Putin to the Russian-occupied 
Georgian territory of Abkhazia as inappro-
priate and inconsistent with the principles 
underlying the Geneva International 
Discussions, to which Russia is a party. The 
United States fully supports Georgia’s sov-
ereignty and territorial integrity within its 
internationally recognized borders and 
rejects Russia’s recognition of Abkhazia and 
South Ossetia. The United States urges 
Russia to withdraw its forces to pre-war 
positions per the 2008 ceasefire agreement 
and reverse its recognition of the Georgian 
regions of Abkhazia and South Ossetia.” 
(U.S. Department of State)

Appeal in case of Volodymyr Balukh

OTTAWA – The Ukrainian Helsinki 
Human Rights Union stated on August 9, 
“On August 4, 2017, violating the funda-
mental human rights and international 
humanitarian law provisions, the Crimean 
Occupation Court passed a sentence on Mr. 
Volodymyr Balukh, Ukrainian. Ms. Maria 
Bedritskaya, ‘a judge of Razdolnensky 
District Court,’ handed him a three-year and 
seven-month sentence in the penal colony 
settlement as well as imposed a fine of 
10,000 rubles. The persecution of Mr. 
Balukh is politically reasoned, he being him-
self a prisoner of conscience, for he is in cus-
tody only because of his opinions peacefully 
expressed.” The Helsinki union said it was 
appealing to the governments of European 
Union member-states, Switzerland, Norway, 

(Continued on page 14)

 WINDOW ON EURASIA

by Paul Goble

The 18th anniversary of Vladimir 
Putin’s accession to power is an appropri-
ate occasion to remember that the success-
es of the Kremlin leader and those of 
Russia as a whole aren’t “one and the same 
thing, however much his regime tries to 
promote the opposite view,” according to 
Rosbalt commentator Sergey Shelin.

From antiquity, philosophers and rulers 
have recognized that it is better to be lucky 
than to be talented, the Russian commenta-
tor observes. That is because “talent does 
not bring success every time, but you can’t 
argue with achievements. Fate is, after all, 
fate” (rosbalt.ru/blogs/2017/08/08/ 
1637046.html).

Mr. Putin was extremely lucky for the 
first part of his reign, but his luck has clear-
ly run out, and he doesn’t have the talent or 
the energy to function successfully without 
luck, Mr. Shelin suggests. As a result, 
Russians are increasingly inclined to view 
his earlier “successes” as being more about 
luck and him personally than about real 
development and themselves.

At the end of Boris Yeltsin’s presidency, 
Mr. Shelin continues, there were “two con-
sensuses.” The first was public and 
involved a conviction that the government 
needed to be made effective even at the 
cost of some freedoms. The second consen-
sus was held within the regime and held 
that this could only be done by people with 
backgrounds in the special services.

Mr. Putin fit the bill perfectly, and his 
rise to power “was the result not only of his 
personal abilities but of luck. Fortune could 
have smiled on someone else who would 
have done approximately the same things 
he has,” Mr.  Shelin argues.

Mr. Putin’s second piece of luck was the 
rapid growth of the economy until 2008. 
Its growth actually began before he came 
to power, but few Russians noticed that 
and were thus inclined to give him credit 
for something he didn’t begin but simply 
carried on. His chief contribution initially 
was not to get in the way of this growth but 
to encourage it.

But already in 2003, the Kremlin leader 
had begun to become part of a group of 
people whose chief desire was to become 
wealthy or wealthier – and he fell in line 
with that as well, enriching himself to an 
unheard-of degree, something many for-
gave him because they, too, were becoming 
better off. 

All this was possible, of course, because 
of Mr. Putin’s luck: he was in office when oil 
prices rose, a development he had abso-
lutely nothing to do with.

Mr. Putin had another piece of luck. 
Most analysts forget that at the end of his 
time in office, Mr. Yeltsin had gotten into 
fights with the leaders of “literally the 
entire world,” the commentator notes. 

“Putin, at that time young, energetic and 
advanced, worked in a different way.” He 
established better relations with those in 
the West then in power, and again it looked 
like it was his doing.

But in fact, Mr. Shelin says, this was pos-
sible because of the kind of leaders then in 
office in the West: Gerhard Schroeder, 
Silvio Berlusconi, Jacques Chirac, Nicolas 
Sarkozy, Tony Blair and George W. Bush. 
Mr. Putin drew the entirely unjustified con-
clusion that the West would always be 
ruled by such people. His failures with 
Donald Trump are thus only the latest 
example of his luck in that regard having 
run out.

The year 2007 was the high point of Mr. 
Putin’s presidency and his luck: oil prices 
were high, he had restored order to the 
Russian state, and ordinary Russians were 
living better than ever. But a year later, his 
luck ran out: the international economic 
crisis began, oil prices collapsed, and Mr. 
Putin found himself casting about for new 
ways to make the world “respect” him and 
Russia.

He thought he had found one with the 
invasion of Georgia, but that action did not 
have all the consequences he hoped for. 
Indeed, Mr. Shelin says, one can point to 
the exact date when Mr. Putin’s “legendary 
luck ran out: the middle of 2014, with the 
battles in the Donbas, the shooting down of 
the Boeing passenger plane, Western sanc-
tions and the beginning of the collapse of 
the oil market.”

Because of Mr. Putin’s actions, “Ukraine 
lost Crimea and half of the Donbas, but it 
didn’t fall apart, and the divorce with it will 
not be described in future history text-
books as a plus for the head of Russia.” It 
not only alienated Ukraine but also the 
West, and it helped promote the collapse of 
oil prices, Mr. Shelin argues.

Mr. Putin’s standing in the polls “no lon-
ger reflected the love of the people for him. 
If they, in general, report anything then it is 
only the fear to say something out of line 
and concerns that things might become 
still worse.”

Thus, on his 18th year in power, “Putin 
is no longer the magician he was in the first 
half of his rule. Around him are two rings 
of problems.” The regime is no longer effec-
tive as an administrator, because there isn’t 
enough money for all the oligarchs, for Mr. 
Putin and for the Russian people.

And “the main thing,” Mr. Shelin says, is 
that “the people no longer are asking for 
the screws to be tightened.” That is espe-
cially the case with “the children of the 
Putin era who over the last months have 
produced one surprise after another.”

“The leader, perhaps, is tired.” He can 
enjoy catching fish, but he no longer enjoys 
being asked for solutions to problems by 
Russians of all kinds. Indeed, it is becoming 
obvious that all these appeals are “begin-
ning to annoy him.”

 “It is easy and even pleasant to run a 
powerful state when everything is going 
your way,” Mr. Shelin says, but it is “a differ-
ent matter” when your luck runs out. What 
to do? Mr. Putin might throw it all up and 
retire, but it is far more likely that he will 
simply “continue to rule” for another term 
or more.

However, that includes within it great 
risks. Not only has Mr. Putin’s luck run out, 
but that reality is increasingly appreciated 
not only by his entourage but by the 
Russian people themselves.

Vladimir Putin’s luck has run out
and Russians know it, analyst says
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Paul Goble is a long-time specialist on 
ethnic and religious questions in Eurasia 
who has served in various capacities in the 
U.S. State Department, the Central 
Intelligence Agency and the International 
Broadcasting Bureau, as well as at the Voice 
of America and Radio Free Europe/Radio 
Liberty and the Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace. The article above is 
reprinted with permission from his blog 
called “Window on Eurasia” (http://windo-
woneurasia2.blogspot.com/).
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Former U.N. ambassador testifies 
at Yanukovych treason trial in Kyiv

IN THE PRESS: Russia
loses control of Ukraine

RFE/RL’s Ukrainian Service

KYIV – A retired senior Ukrainian diplomat has testi-
fied at the in-absentia treason trial of former President 
Viktor Yanukovych.

Yuriy Sergeyev, Ukraine’s ambassador to the United 
Nations from 2007 to 2015, spoke for over an hour in 
the Kyiv courtroom as the trial resumed on August 15 
after a two-week hiatus.

He gave testimony about the situation at the United 
Nations and in Ukraine and Russia in February and 
March 2014, when Moscow sent troops in unmarked 
uniforms to Crimea to establish control over the 
Ukrainian region before illegally annexing it. 

Ambassador Sergeyev said that Russia used Mr. 
Yanukovych to try to justify its intervention by claiming 
that the “legal president of Ukraine” had asked Moscow 
to send troops into Ukraine to preserve order and to 
ensure the safety of personnel at Russia’s naval base in 
Crimea.

“Yanukovych’s address to Putin was the last attempt 
by the Russian Federation to justify its aggression 
against Ukraine before the world community,” he said, 
referring to a letter dated March 1, 2014, that Russia’s 
U.N. ambassador read from at a Security Council meet-
ing three days later.

Ambassador Sergeyev also recalled a March 27, 2014 
meeting at which the U.N. General Assembly, by a vote of 
100-11 with 58 abstentions, passed a resolution declar-
ing that the Russian-orchestrated referendum on 
Crimea’s secession from Ukraine had “no validity” and 
urging the international community “not to recognize 
any alteration of the status” of Crimea. 

Mr. Yanukovych abandoned office in late February 
2014 and fled to Russia in the face of protests triggered 
by his decision to scrap plans for a landmark deal with 
the European Union and instead improve trade ties with 
Moscow.

Dozens of people were killed when his government 
attempted to clamp down on the pro-European protests 
known as the Euro-Maidan.

Prosecutors are seeking life imprisonment for Mr. 
Yanukovych, who is accused of treason, violating 
Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, and abet-
ting Russian aggression.

After he fled, Russia seized Crimea and fomented 
opposition to the central government in eastern Ukraine, 
where the ensuing war between Ukrainian forces and 
Russia-backed separatists has killed more than 10,000 
people since April 2014.

The Ukrainian court had tried to arrange for Mr. 
Yanukovych to take part in the trial by video-link from 
Russia, where he remains.

But Mr. Yanukovych announced on July 6 that he 
would not participate, charging that the trial is politically 
motivated, and dismissed his lawyers from the case.

The court then appointed a lawyer to represent Mr. 
Yanukovych.

Potential impact of new U.S. sanctions law on pipeline projects connecting Europe and Eurasia
by Ilgar Gurbanov

Eurasia Daily Monitor

While expressing some “concerns,” U.S. President 
Donald Trump signed the Countering America’s 
Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (Whitehouse.gov, 
August 2) – legislation that was overwhelmingly approved 
by the House of Representatives late last month. Among 
other provisions, the new law opens the door to expanding 
U.S. sanctions on Russia’s energy sector. 

It empowers the executive branch, if the latter so choos-
es, to sanction any foreign company/person that invests in 
the construction of Russian energy export pipelines by 
selling, leasing, or providing “goods, services, technology 
[or] information” to Russia that could “facilitate the main-
tenance or expansion of the construction, modernization, 
or repair” of those pipelines. The law also prohibits per-
sons/companies with a controlling/non-controlling inter-
est of 33 percent or higher in these projects, from provid-
ing, exporting or re-exporting any “goods, services or tech-
nology in support of exploration or production” of deep-
water fields (Docs.house.gov, Section 223, 232, July 21).

When a more stringent version of this bill was first 
passed by the Senate, the European Commission urged 
Washington to minimize the “unintended unilateral 
effects” of the sanctions for the European Union’s energy 
security. In addition, Brussels weighed the possibility of 
passing its own law to limit the legal effects of the U.S. 
action. The EU also considered retaliatory measures and 
trade defense instruments within the World Trade 
Organization (WTO). Lastly, Brussels sought a public decla-
ration from Washington that the U.S. sanctions would not 
target European Union member states. However, each of 
those measures required the consensus of all EU members, 
some which are in fact quite opposed to many of Russia’s 
new energy projects that the U.S. sanctions could affect 
(Politico.com, July 24; Europa.eu, EurActiv, EUObserver 
July 26). Instead, the EU can use the council’s “blocking 
statute” regulation, which protects the European bloc 
“against the effects of the extra-territorial application of 
legislation adopted by a third country” (Eur-lex.europa.eu, 
November 29, 1996), to make the U.S. law’s provisions 
non-applicable for member states.

 NEWS ANALYSIS

Ambassador Yuriy Sergeyev at the United Nations in 2015.
Irene Rejent Saviano

One of the biggest concerns coming out of Europe 
regarding the earlier Senate bill was that the U.S. sanctions 
could seriously undermine the Southern Gas Corridor (SGC) 
and, in particular, derail the timely natural gas shipments 
from Azerbaijan’s Shah Deniz II (SDII) field through the 
South Caucasus Pipeline (SCP) – Russian LUKoil owns a 10 
percent stake in each. While the bill applies specifically to 
oil and not gas extraction, the SD field will produce oil con-
densate in addition to the Europe-bound natural gas that 
will pass through the SGC. No U.S. companies participate in 
the SDII, but the consortium is heavily dependent on equip-
ment and services provided by U.S. firms for construction/
development activities (Financial Times, July 18, 24). This 
would have undermined the U.S.’s political support for the 
SGC and hampered the EU’s energy diversification plans. 

Another serious protest – particularly from Berlin – 
regarded the Nord Stream II pipeline, which will deliver 
additional Russian gas beneath the Baltic Sea directly to 
Germany. However, with the EU’s lobbying in Washington, 
the key wording was amended in the bill’s preliminary 
draft text, raising minimum Russian participation in a pos-
sibly sanctionable project from 10 to 33 percent (EurActiv, 
July 25, 26).

The U.S. sanctions could have also challenged interna-
tional financial institutions (IFI) that allocate financing not 
only for LUKoil’s shares in the SDII, but also for 
Azerbaijan’s State Oil Company (SOCAR). The European 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), for 
instance, has already allocated a large number of loans for 
the development of LUKoil’s stakes in the SDII and the SCP 
(Ebrd.com, June 27, 2005; January 15, 2014; July 22, 2015; 
Trend, July 26, 2017). 

However, due to the above-mentioned reasons, the U.S. 
sanctions law is unlikely to affect the SGC’s ability to attract 
external financing from IFIs. Moreover, while the law pro-

hibits investment in projects involving Russia, it excludes 
“financial services” in that regard (Docs.house.gov, Section 
223, July 21). Thus, IFIs’ financial support might not fall 
under that category of sanctionable activities.

On the other hand, the Countering America’s 
Adversaries Through Sanctions Act could be used to chal-
lenge Russian Gazprom’s plans to export its gas to Europe 
via the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) – the planned west-
ernmost link in the SGC, extending from the Turkish-Greek 
border to the southeastern coast of Italy. Russia had 
expressed plans to pump gas transmitted by its own 
Turkish Stream pipeline (under construction) into TAP. But 
the threat of new U.S. sanctions could compel TAP’s stake-
holders to think twice before allowing Gazprom or Russian 
gas in (though the TAP consortium had not ruled out this 
possibility for the second stage of gas deliveries). 

Gazprom’s penetration of the Southern Gas Corridor 
could counter the real purpose of the project, which explic-
itly aims to diversify European imports away from Russian 
gas (see Eurasia Daily Monitor, February 16), and would 
presumably undermine any further political backing for 
the SGC from Washington.

The August 2 sanctions law could be much more 
straightforwardly applied to three particular pipeline proj-
ects: 1) Russia’s Turkish Stream pipeline (Carnegieeurope.
eu, July 25), developed with Turkey’s BOTAŞ and currently 
under construction, which envisages delivering Russian 
gas to Turkey and further to Europe; 2) Gazprom’s plans to 
use the Interconnector Turkey-Greece-Italy (ITGI)/
Poseidon, together with Italian Edison and Greece’s DEPA, 
for gas deliveries across to Greece and Italy (see EDM, 
August 2, 2016); and 3) the Blue Stream pipeline, in which 
Italy’s Eni is jointly involved with Gazprom. 

“Putin Still in Denial over the Loss of Ukraine,” by 
Peter Dickinson, Atlantic Council, August 8 (http://www.
atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/ukrainealert/russia-still-in-deni-
al-over-the-loss-of-ukraine#.WYxiiuGMUHs.facebook):

… The Kremlin clings to the idea that a silent majority of 
pro-Russian Ukrainians lies ready and waiting, poised to 
take over the reins in Kyiv at the right moment and steer 
Ukraine back into the Kremlin orbit.

Such wishful thinking is nothing new. On the contrary, it 
is consistent with Moscow’s historic characterization of 
the Ukrainian independence movement as the work of an 
extremist minority and their foreign backers. However, the 
events of the past few years have left Kremlin notions of 
Slavic solidarity looking more anachronistic than ever. 
Although Putin refuses to admit it, the sun is setting on 
centuries of Russian preeminence in Ukraine, and he has 
only himself to blame.

When historians look back at the collapse of Russia-
Ukraine relations, they will likely pinpoint the invasion of 
Crimea as the decisive moment. The 2014 military take-
over of Ukraine’s southern peninsula and the subsequent 
Kremlin-led hybrid war in the east have forced Ukrainians 
into a fundamental reassessment of their attitudes toward 
Russia. It has poisoned bilateral ties and transformed what 
was essentially a trade dispute into the geopolitical divorce 
of the century.

…survey after survey has reflected a massive shift in 
Ukrainian public opinion. Formerly solid support for closer 
ties with Russia has evaporated, while membership of the 
European Union and NATO have become increasingly appeal-
ing. The war has proved a watershed moment in Ukraine’s 
nation-building experience, forcing Ukrainians to address 
issues of national identity after decades of post-Soviet ambi-
guity. Record numbers now self-identify as Ukrainians…

(Continued on page 13)
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congratulate

Ukraine and all Ukrainians

We believe in the unity of the Ukrainian nation 
and wish Ukraine harmony, prosperity 

and peace in these trying times.
We honor and pray for our heroes and anticipate  

their victory benefiting our nation, Ukraine.

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL 
ASSOCIATION, INC.ASSOCIATION, INC.ASSOCIATION, INC.

Svoboda and The Ukrainian WeeklySvoboda and The Ukrainian WeeklySvoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly

on the 26th Anniversaryon the 26th Anniversaryon the 26th Anniversary
OF UKRAINE’S INDEPENDENCEOF UKRAINE’S INDEPENDENCEOF UKRAINE’S INDEPENDENCE

МНОГАЯ ТА БЛАГАЯ ЛІТА!МНОГАЯ ТА БЛАГАЯ ЛІТА!МНОГАЯ ТА БЛАГАЯ ЛІТА!
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The 26th anniversary of the re-establishment of Ukraine’s independence is four 
days after the date of this issue. Surely, it is a time for celebrating the historic and 
courageous act of August 24, 1991, that declared “the independence of Ukraine and 
the creation of an independent Ukrainian state – Ukraine.” Surely, it is a time for 
reflection about where independent Ukraine is today and where it is headed.

We have no doubt that the people of Ukraine and Ukrainians in the diaspora will 
mark this national holiday as it should be. At the same time, however, our joy is tem-
pered by present-day developments. 

Russia’s war against Ukraine continues, and the people of Ukraine are being killed 
– more than 10,000 since April 2014. Many have sacrificed their lives for their coun-
try, and many more have been grievously wounded. The number of internally dis-
placed people is above 1.7 million. The number of political prisoners held by Russian 
authorities is increasing. Indeed, in March, the European Parliament cited the cases 
of more than 30 Ukrainian citizens who are in prison or whose freedom of move-
ment has been restricted in Russia, Crimea and parts of eastern Ukraine controlled 
by combined Russian-“separatist” forces. The Minsk process, via which peace was 
supposed to be at hand, is a bust, though many in the West can’t seem to admit it.

Ukraine’s Crimea is occupied by Russia, which is persecuting pro-Ukrainian activ-
ists on the peninsula, including many Crimean Tatars. At the same time, Russians are 
being resettled there, the Russian military presence has been significantly expanded, 
and new draconian laws are being imposed. Ukraine’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
stated this week: “The Russian occupation authorities continue the discrimination 
on national and religious grounds in the occupied Autonomous Republic of Crimea 
and the city of Sevastopol, persecuting ethnic Ukrainians and Crimean Tatars. At 
least five politically motivated sentences of imprisonment were announced, seven 
people were arrested or fined in Crimea over the past month.” Meanwhile, Moscow 
is closing the Kerch Strait and building a bridge connecting Crimea to Russia. 
(Unconscionably, The New York Times this past week posted a map identifying 
Crimea as “disputed” territory, although no one, save for Russia and several rogue 
states, recognizes the annexation of Crimea.)

Coming up soon: Russia’s Zapad military exercises in Belarus, the Baltic Sea, west-
ern Russia and Kaliningrad will send as many as 100,000 troops to the border of NATO 
countries. (One glance at a map will tell you why this is worrying.) Advance elements of 
Russian forces were expected to arrive in mid-August, and the exercises themselves are 
to take place September 14-20. U.S. military officers fear the drills could be used as a 
pretext to bolster Russia’s military presence in Belarus. “The great concern is they’re 
not going to leave, and that’s not paranoia,” Gen. Tony Thomas, the head of the U.S. 
Special Operations Command, said at a national security conference in July, according 
to The New York Times. Lt. Gen. Frederick B. Hodges, the head of U.S. Army forces in 
Europe, commented: “I am very interested in what goes in and what comes out.”

And then there is the still existing scourge of corruption in Ukraine, the stalled 
reform process, the authorities’ lack of responsiveness to the citizenry and the poor 
economic situation in which the people of Ukraine find themselves. And still, more 
people than ever readily identify themselves as Ukrainians – no matter what lan-
guage they speak, or what faith they profess. They are the future of Ukraine and their 
voices will be heard as Ukraine continues to make progress on its difficult path.

It is clear that Ukraine is headed, perhaps more slowly than we’d like, but inexora-
bly toward Europe and away from Russia in what is a manifestation of the civiliza-
tional choice made, again and again throughout its history. And that, dear readers, is 
why we proclaim: Happy Independence Day, Ukraine! Slava Ukrayini!

The Ukrainian Weekly

Forty-nine years ago, on August 20, 1968, the Soviet Union sent 
in troops from the Warsaw Pact nations to crush rising anti-Soviet 
protests in Czechoslovakia, led by Czech leader Alexander Dubcek.

Mr. Dubcek called for greater political freedom, including 
more participation by non-communist parties, pushing for free 
market economic policies and greater freedom from Soviet dom-

ination in what came to be known as the “Prague Spring.”
On the night of August 20, more than 200,000 Warsaw Pact troops crossed into 

Czechoslovakia, headed for Prague. The Soviets occupied the country within just over a day, 
and within a week, nearly three-quarters of a million Soviet troops were in Czechoslovakia. 
Due to the brutality of force used by the Soviets, thousands of Czechs fled the country.

In Washington, Dr. Lev Dobriansky, chairman of the Captive Nations Committee and 
president of the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, called on the United States to 
voice outrage at the United Nations and elsewhere, and to seek U.N. intervention in 
Czechoslovakia. A protest was held in Washington, organized by the local Czechoslovakian 
community; joining in were members of the Organization for the Defense of Four 
Freedoms for Ukraine.

Dr. Dobriansky said the “brute Russian invasion” of Czechoslovakia was conclusive 
proof of “the dire need for a major revamping of our policy toward the Soviet Union.” He 
added: “Where reason and documented arguments have failed to prevail, now harsh expe-
rience should guide us in eliminating the naiveté and confetti diplomacy pursued by the 
administration in this decade… both administrations in the 1960s have pursued a confetti 
diplomacy in regard to the main enemy, which can be accurately depicted as the interna-
tional dimension of the credibility gap… the confetti has enshrouded the real enemy of 
Soviet Russian imperio-colonialism and its communist weapons which are dramatically at 
work today in Czechoslovakia.”

The World Conference of Ukrainian Students, in a letter to U.N. Secretary-General U 
Thant, called for an international response to the events in Czechoslovakia. “We have just 

Aug.
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Turning the pages back...

by Paul Goble

Even Western leaders who are distin-
guished by the boldness of their statements 
on other issues appear reluctant to speak 
directly to Vladimir Putin about his lies and 
crimes, apparently fearful that he will turn 
the tables on them, use their words to rein-
force his power at home and attack them 
for undermining the possibility of reason-
able relations.

But there have been some happy excep-
tions when Western leaders have not been 
afraid to speak the truth to Mr. Putin directly, 
even though the Russian’s bad behavior only 
underscores how right they are to do so. One 
such event is now attracting a great deal of 
attention in both Russia and Germany. It 
deserves to be known even more widely.

Because the G-20 summit took place in 
Hamburg this year 
and because it fea-
tured a meeting 
between Mr. Putin 
and Donald Trump, 
German and Russian 
commentators have 
recalled an earlier 
meeting in Hamburg, 
i n  1 9 9 4 ,  w h e n 
Estonian President 
Lennart Meri deliv-
ered a remarkable 
address that caused 
Mr. Putin to stomp 
out of the hall.

That action, as 
German officials have 
pointed out, was unprecedented in the cen-
turies during which this dinner has been 
held and raises questions to this day about 
Mr. Putin and more generally about Russia 
and its relationship to Europe (zeit.
de/2016/08/wladimir-putin-buergermeis-
ter-matthiae-mahl-hamburg-1994).

That event occurred on February 25, 
1994, at the Mathia-Dinner of Hansa cities 
and their representatives. Among the hon-
ored guests that day were Mr. Meri and a 
relatively junior Russian official, the deputy 
mayor of St. Petersburg, Mr. Putin, who 
shocked those in attendance by his boorish 
behavior.

Russian outlets have published excerpts 
from Mr. Meri’s speech, which are remark-
able not only in their description of what 
was taking place in Europe and Eurasia in 
the mid-1990s, but also in their predictions 
about the ways in which Moscow even then 
was threatening the West (echo.msk.ru/
blog/currenttime/2015216-echo/,   
svoboda.org/a/28605684.html, and  
currenttime.tv/a/28598781.html).

Below is the full text of President Meri’s 
remarks from the portal of the Office of the 
Estonian President (vp1992-2001.presi-
dent.ee/eng/k6ned/K6ne.asp?ID=9401). 
They merit the closest attention both for 
their analysis of the situation and for the 
guidance they should be providing other 

leaders who have to interact with Mr. Putin 
now and in the future.

Address by H.E. Lennart Meri, President of 
the Republic of Estonia at the Matthiae-
Supper in Hamburg on February 25, 1994.

Dear Mayor, Excellencies, Ladies and 
Gentlemen! 

I am the president of the Republic of 
Estonia. When I see before me the pointed 
steeples of the free and Hanseatic city of 
Hamburg, I might as well think I am at 
home, in the old Hanseatic city of Reval/
Tallinn on the Gulf of Finland. However, I 
have an honorable duty to fulfill here today 
– a duty which I consider particularly 
important: I have to give you a message 
from my country, which is situated quite 
near to Hamburg. 

The Hanseatic 
spirit, with which 
even today a number 
of towns in Estonia, 
besides Tallinn, still 
feel a rapport, has 
always been an open-
minded spirit. Yet it 
has also been an 
enterprising spirit, 
even a combative 
one, when freedom 
and its protection 
has been at stake. 

Back home, on the 
Tallinn Town Hall 
there is a sentence in 
German which illus-

trates this Hanseatic spirit: “Fürchte Gott, 
rede die Wahrheit, tue Recht und scheue 
niemand” (Fear God, tell the truth, do jus-
tice, and be afraid of nobody). I would like 
to abide by this centuries-old command 
and openly tell you the truth as it currently 
appears to my people and myself. 

The freedom of every individual, the 
freedom of the economy and trade, as well 
as the freedom of the mind, of culture and 
science are inseparably interconnected. 
They form the prerequisite of a viable 
democracy. 

The Estonian people never abandoned 
their faith in this freedom during the 
decades of totalitarian oppression. This 
freedom, the notion of freedom has devel-
oped in our country over many centuries, 
from the relations that we have had and 
cultivated with the rest of Europe. Without 
being immodest, I dare say there is hardly 
any other nation in the eastern part of 
Central Europe that was, and is, more close-
ly connected with Europe than the 
Estonian people. Today one can still behold 
it in the lifestyle of even the most unpreten-
tious of my fellow countrymen. 

Because we are a people belonging to 
Western European society and since, unfor-
tunately, we live in a land which is geostrate-
gically very vulnerable, we have developed a 
stronger instinct than many a European for 
discerning the problems and threats that 
loom in our vicinity. This discernment has 
been largely lost in our modern world. To 
illustrate it graphically, it is much like with 
epidemic germs: they know man all right, 
whereas the ordinary man cannot recognize 
them, he is just afraid of them. 

Who was it, but the small Baltic nations 
whom the world had already forgotten, 
that actually caused the big and mighty 
Soviet state to collapse – and peacefully, 

When a Western leader spoke the truth 
directly to Putin – and Putin couldn’t take it

(Continued on page 22)

Independence + 26

 WINDOW ON EURASIA

Paul Goble is a long-time specialist on 
ethnic and religious questions in Eurasia 
who has served in various capacities in the 
U.S. State Department, the Central 
Intelligence Agency and the International 
Broadcasting Bureau, as well as at the Voice 
of America and Radio Free Europe/Radio 
Liberty and the Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace. The article above is 
reprinted with permission from his blog 
called “Window on Eurasia” (http://windo-
woneurasia2.blogspot.com/).

“…my people and I 
watch with a certain 
concern how little 
the West realizes 
what is currently 
brewing in the 
expanses of Russia.”

– Estonian President 
Lennart Meri,  

speaking in 1994.

(Continued on page 10)
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UKRAINE’S INDEPENDENCE DAY

In a bizarre tweet following his begrudg-
ing signing of the Russia, Iran and North 
Korea sanctions legislation earlier this 
month, President Donald Trump blamed 
the poor state of U.S.-Russia relations on 
Congress, rather than on Vladimir Putin’s 
Russia, where that responsibility squarely 
belongs. Sorry, Mr. President, the foe here is 
not Congress, but an oppressive, corrupt 
dictator who can’t seem to shake his 
unhealthy imperial impulses.

One can rightly accuse Congress of many 
shortcomings. Over the last few years, our 
legislative branch has become increasingly 
polarized, hyper-partisan and unable to 
reach compromises so essential to the nor-
mal functioning of a democracy. Reasons 
for this abound and include increased ger-
rymandering/redistricting, the 24-hour 
news cycle, and increased ability of power-
ful outside interests to punish Members of 
Congress who do not completely toe their 
line. Congress, however, does not act in a 
vacuum and reflects the nation’s growing 
social polarization. Unfortunately, the signs 
are not promising that congressional dys-
function will end anytime soon.

But there are exceptions to gridlock on 
Capitol Hill. One thing Congress certainly 
cannot be accused of is being weak on 
Russia, or, for that matter, not being support-
ive of Ukraine. The Countering America’s 
Adversaries through Sanctions Act 
(CAATSA), approved overwhelmingly by 
both the House and the Senate, is a powerful 
expression of Congress’s deep frustration 
with Mr. Trump’s reluctance to acknowledge 
Russia’s interference in our elections and 
bipartisan fears that Mr. Trump would try to 
weaken existing sanctions against Russia for 
its invasion of Ukraine. 

The legislation has a strong Ukraine 
component and the findings and policy 
statement sections reference Ukraine often 
and make a strong and coherent case as to 
why sanctions are necessary. Key provi-
sions of the law stem mostly from Russia’s 
occupation of Crimea and ongoing military 
intervention in the Donbas. It codifies six 
executive orders signed by President 
Barack Obama that targeted Russia’s finan-
cial services, energy, defense and other sec-
tors, preventing President Trump from 
revoking them. CAATSA includes other 
measures that support Ukraine, such as the 
authorization of energy security and other 
assistance, and an assertion of a policy of 
non-recognition of Russia’s annexation of 
Crimea. Considerable portions of the act 
are based on a bipartisan bill introduced 
earlier in the year by two longtime strong 
supporters of Ukraine, Sens. Ben Cardin 
(D-Md.) and John McCain (R-Ariz.) called 
the Countering Russian Hostilities Act. 

So, CAATSA, although it goes well beyond 
Ukraine, is among the more consequential 
pieces of legislation pertaining to Ukraine in 
recent years and stands as a further testa-
ment to longstanding congressional interest 
in and support for Ukraine’s independence, 
territorial integrity and democratic develop-
ment. This support, which Congress has 
manifested for many decades, has only 
heightened since early 2014. In addition to 
numerous meetings with visiting Ukrainian 
officials, hearings, briefings, resolutions, 
statements and press releases, more mem-
bers of Congress have visited Ukraine than 
ever before. Indeed, for the last four years 
Ukraine ranks among the most visited 

countries in the world by Senate and House 
members. These visits have been an impor-
tant element in building support for 
Ukraine. 

Perhaps most significantly, in 2014, there 
were two comprehensive bills exclusively 
devoted to Ukraine that were enacted. To 
have two bills pass on a bipartisan basis by 
overwhelming majorities that focus on one 
country, or for that matter, on any one issue, 
within a nine-month period is exceedingly 
rare in recent Congressional history. In fact, 
these two bills, the Support for the 
Sovereignty, Integrity, Democracy and 
Economic Stability for Ukraine Act of 2014 
and the Ukraine Freedom Support Act, are 
referenced several times in CAATSA. A criti-
cal element in building and sustaining sup-
port for these bills, and others that include a 
Ukraine component, has been the role of the 
Ukrainian American community as well as 
the considerable efforts of the Lithuanian, 
Latvian, Estonian, Polish, Georgian, 
Belarusian and other communities, and the 
wide network of influential organizations 
and individuals in Washington and around 
the country that support Ukraine. Indeed, 
these efforts were important in ensuring 
the passage of CAATSA.

In fairness, part of Mr. Trump’s reluc-
tance in signing the CAATSA, which codifies 
and expands the existing sanctions while 
preventing him from lifting sanctions with-
out congressional agreement, is not unusu-
al. Previous administrations, Republican 
and Democratic, strongly dislike Congress 
taking the lead on sanctions, arguing that it 
is the executive branch’s prerogative rather 
than that of the legislative branch. (Many 
constitutional and national security experts 
disagree and argue that the legislative 
branch does have a role in setting sanc-
tions). I experienced this executive branch 
reluctance several times on legislation with 
which I was deeply involved when I worked 
at the Helsinki Commission, even when the 
administrations in question were not 
opposed to those sanctions in principle. 
Clearly, the Senate and the House, including 
the overwhelming majority of Republicans, 
felt the imperative to assert themselves in 
this matter, sending an unmistakable signal 
to President Trump that they don’t trust 
him when it comes to dealing with Russia.

One of the CAATSA provisions that sup-
ports Ukraine asserts a policy of stating that 
the United States “does not recognize territo-
rial changes effected by force” and “will 
never recognize the illegal annexation of 
Crimea by the government of the Russian 
Federation or the separation of any portion 
of Ukrainian territory through the use of mil-
itary force.” The White House statement fol-
lowing the signing of the law, in which Mr. 
Trump stated that he can make better deals 
than Congress, complained about this provi-
sion, further fueling suspicions that he might 
be open at some point to a deal with Russia 
that might not be in Ukraine’s best interests.

The key will be in how the administration 
implements this critically important legisla-
tion. Going forward, I’m confident that 
Congress will keep a watchful eye, as will 
Ukrainian Americans and the many other 
Americans who recognize the danger that 
Russia poses to the United States, Ukraine 
and the rules-based international order. 

Orest Deychakiwsky may be reached at 
odeychak@gmail.com.

Thoughts on the new Russia sanctions law
A letter from the Permanent Conference 

of Ukrainian Orthodox Bishops Beyond the 
Borders of Ukraine on the occasion of the 
26th anniversary of Ukraine’s independence.

Beloved brethren in the Lord!
Today, all the bells in the sacred temples 

of our ancestral homeland Ukraine ring, 
proclaiming the joyous news that Ukraine 
celebrates the 26th anniversary of her 
independence.

We thank our Lord God from the bottom 
of our hearts for this wonderful gift – an 
independent and sovereign state. It is truly 
a gift for all of us – both those who live in 
Ukraine and those whose destiny it is to 
live far beyond the borders of their beloved 
homeland.

The first article of the Ukrainian 
Constitution states that “Ukraine is a sover-
eign and independent, democratic, social 
and legal state…” Let us take care that it 
remains that way! In the fifth article of the 
Constitution we read that “Ukraine is a 
republic, inherently sovereign and only 
source of authority in Ukraine is the people.”

When we pray today in the Tropar: “Lord, 
save Your people…” we mean “Lord, save our 
Ukrainian people… .” We continue to pray: 
“and bless Your inheritance… .” Today we 
see before us our present and our future – 
our Ukrainian children and youth. You, dear 
Ukrainian youth, are our present and our 
future. Educate yourselves and you will suc-
ceed! You, young adults – Ukrainian profes-
sionals – are our inheritance! Acquire all 
the knowledge you can in order to aid 
Ukraine. Join the ranks of those who stand 
for Ukraine! Your country needs you in gov-
ernmental leadership, in private institu-
tions and organizations. Work for the good 
of Ukraine!

Further we pray: “…grant victory to our 
God-loving (Ukrainian) people over their 
enemies… .” When we open the book of our 
ancient and modern history, we find many 
victorious examples in the process of nation 
building: Kyiv Rus’, the Princedom of 
Halychyna and Volhyn, the Kozak state, the 
creation of the Central Council (Rada) in 
1917 and its significant, everlasting decla-
rations – in particular the Fourth Universal, 
which proclaimed the independence of 
Ukraine in 1918, the proclamation of 
Ukrainian statehood in Lviv on June 30, 
1941, and the final declaration of indepen-
dence 26 years ago – on August 24, 1991. In 
these days of present trials and invasion, we 
offer sincere prayers for the men and 
women of Ukrainian armed forces that day 
and night protect the peace and bright 
future of their homeland.

In the process of a continued state for-
mation and European integration, many 
fervent prayers to God are essential. We 
pray that He will grant us victory over fail-
ure, temptation, sorrow and affliction. 
Ukraine has suffered much defeat, faced 
many sorrows and much tragedy. Does she 
need further such disappointment and 
hardship?

The prayer continues: “And by Your 
Cross preserve Your community.” Our inde-
pendence became reality through the 
Lord’s Cross, by His will. Ukraine has 

endured many misfortunes, much suffering 
and outright theft of her resources. Now, 
through our Lord’s Cross, there is resurrec-
tion and relative peace. We see new tem-
ples, churches and chapels being erected 
for the glory of God in the Holy Trinity, the 
Mother of God and all the saints. They are 
beautiful, but a spiritual rebirth of the peo-
ple is now an absolute necessity! Let us 
commit ourselves to that renewal as we 
celebrate this day!

On this occasion of national joy we pray 
fervently that our people live in unity, truth 
and justice. The spark of truth has fallen 
upon Ukraine – her glory and the glory of 
her martyrs has been returned to her. In 
unity lies the strength of a nation. Let us all 
work towards progress in our glorious 
ancestral homeland Ukraine, seeking spiri-
tual, moral, social, economic and political 
reform. Let us remember that our strength 
and hope for such an effort is in God.

We remember and honor our departed 
and holy heroes – all those who through 
the ages have sacrificed their lives for state-
hood and the independence of Ukraine and 
her Holy Church. They deserve our sincere 
prayers and honor. May their memory be 
eternal!

We conclude with the prayer of 
Metropolitan Ilarion of Kyiv for the people 
of Rus’-Ukraine:

 “Extend Your grace to Your people! Cast 
aside foreign invasions, strengthen peace; 
pacify our neighbors; satisfy hunger; make 
our rulers fearsome to our neighbors; 
make our leaders wise; settle the towns 
and cities; build up Your Church; preserve 
what belongs to You. Save men, women and 
children, as well as those who are in slavery 
and captivity, those who travel by land and 
sea, those who hunger and thirst. Be merci-
ful to all, console all, bring joy to all and 
bestow upon them spiritual and material 
gifts. Through the intercessions of Your 
Ever-Blessed Mother, the Holy Heavenly 
Powers, Your Predecessor John the Baptist, 
the Apostles, the Prophets, the Venerable 
Martyrs and Saints, have mercy on us and 
bless us, o Lord!”

O, Great and Only God, save our Ukraine! 
Amen!

+ Yurij, Metropolitan 
of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church 

of Canada
+ Antony, Metropolitan

of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church 
of the U.S.A. and

Metropolitan of the Ukrainian Orthodox 
Church in the Diaspora

+ Jeremiah, Archbishop
of the Ukrainian Orthodox Diocese 

of Brazil and South America
+ Daniel, Archbishop

of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church 
of the U.S.A.

+ Ilarion, Bishop
of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church 

of Canada
+ Andriy, Bishop

of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church 
of Canada

Great and Only God, save our Ukraine

L I K E
The Ukrainian Weekly

on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/TheUkrainianWeekly
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Russia imprisons Crimeans in inhuman conditions for their faith or pro-Ukrainian stand
by Halya Coynash 

Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group

Forty-six-year-old Volodymyr Balukh is 
suffering from heart problems and high 
blood pressure after six months in a filthy 
and overcrowded Crimean SIZO [remand 
unit].  The recognized political prisoner’s 
very life could be in danger, and he is just 
one of at least 28 men held on fabricated 
charges in conditions which are prohibited 
under international conventions as inhu-
man and degrading.

Concerns have long been expressed 
about the conditions in the Symferopol 
SIZO, where Russia is currently holding 
Crimean Tatar leader Akhtem Chiygoz; Mr. 
Balukh, a pro-Ukrainian activist; 15 
Crimean Muslims accused of involvement 
in a peaceful organization which is legal in 
Ukraine and most countries; and at least 10 
Ukrainians charged with fictitious and con-
stantly changing “sabotage” plots. 

There is grave overcrowding, and the 
men have to take turns to sleep on the 
available bunks. 

The Crimean Human Rights Group 
points out that in summer the temperature 
in Symferopol can reach 40 degrees Celsius.  
The cells in which the men are held are 
small, with only slightly more than two 
square meters per person, against the sani-
tary norm of four square meters.

Relatives explain that there is a total lack 
of any free or personal space, and the cells 

at the moment are unbearably hot and 
stuffy.  The men have to wash their under-
wear, etc. directly in the cell, with this also 
raising the level of humidity.  There is 
extremely poor lighting, which is damaging 
their eyesight, and an almost total lack of 
fresh air and exercise.  The daily “walk” is in 
a semi-open area smaller than the size of 
the cells, which is under a roof so that you 
can’t even see the sky.

The men have a “toilet” in the cell, cor-
doned off only by a plastic sheet, meaning 
that there is a permanent stench.  Even 
without that, the conditions are grossly 
unsanitary, and the men are plagued with 
cockroaches, fleas, mosquitos and ants. 

The food is virtually inedible.  There have 
earlier been reports also of Muslims know-
ingly being given food which their faith pro-
hibits them from eating.  The prisoners basi-
cally eat only what their families can get to 
them, but this needs to be shared with all 
the prisoners in their cell.  Many have faced 
dramatic weight loss as a consequence. 

Worth remembering also is the strain on 
the men’s families, who spend hours gath-
ering, packing and delivering parcels to the 
SIZO, so that they comply with all kinds of 
restrictions on what can be provided and 
how.  The same applies to medication, 
which in many cases is needed because 
prisoners with chronic medical complaints 
and/or issues arising from the bad condi-
tions are refused medical treatment.

All of this constitutes inhuman and 

degrading treatment that is prohibited 
under Article 3 of the European Convention 
on Human Rights and other such docu-
ments which Russia has committed itself to 
observe. 

Such conditions would be bad enough 
for a day or two, yet many of the men have 
been held for well over a year, or even, in 
Mr. Chiygoz’s case, over two years. 

Mr. Balukh’s health has seriously deteri-
orated.  In addition to excessively high 
blood pressure and heart issues, he has 
also complained of bad headaches, and his 
lawyer is demanding that he receive a 
proper medical examination. 

There have been concerns recently 
about the health of Arsen Dzhepparov and 
Refat Alimov, the youngest of the prisoners.  
If Mr. Alimov’s condition pre-dated his 
detention, the abscess which has left the 
young man deaf in one ear and in consider-
able pain, is directly linked with his ongo-
ing imprisonment.

While there is genuine overcrowding, it 
is likely that the conditions in the SIZO are 
deliberately bad.  Messrs. Dzhepparov and 
Alimov, human rights activist Emir-Usein 
Kuku and others are under permanent 
pressure to give false testimony against the 
other men. 

They need such pressure, since the 
charges in all cases are grotesque. 

Mr. Chiygoz has been imprisoned since 
January 2015 on charges linked with a legal 
and basically peaceful pre-annexation dem-

onstration over which Russia has no juris-
diction.

Mr. Balukh has been imprisoned since 
December 2016 on charges so obviously 
falsified that human rights groups declared 
him a political prisoner almost immediate-
ly.  Mr. Balukh had a Ukrainian flag on his 
roof, and had renamed his home in honor 
of the victims of the Euro-Maidan a week 
prior to his arrest.

Fifteen Crimean Muslims are accused, 
without any evidence, of involvement in 
Hizb ut-Tahrir, which is legal in Ukraine and 
most countries.  Russia has labelled it “ter-
rorist” without providing any explanation, 
and there is no evidence of the organization 
having committed any act of violence any-
where in the world.  

Four Crimean Tatars have been convicted 
of such charges after gravely flawed “trials” 
and are illegally held in Russian prisons.  The 
four convicted have, like Messrs. Chiygoz and 
Balukh, been declared political prisoners 
and it is only a question of time before the 
other 15 are also given this status.

Ten Ukrainians, at least two of whom are 
not from Crimea, are accused of taking part in 
“sabotage plots” supposedly organized by the 
Ukrainian military.  There is no evidence at 
all, and the two men either convicted or now 
on trial faced charges different to the “crimes” 
that the men “confessed to” for Russian tele-
vision.  At least three of them stated as soon 
as they received proper lawyers that they had 
given “testimony” under torture.

 NEWS AND VIEWS

Russia announces closure of Kerch Strait
The Jamestown Foundation

WA S H I N G T O N  –  J a m e s t o w n 
Foundation President Glen E. Howard 
called on U.S. government officials and 
members of Congress to direct their atten-
tion to the recent decision by Russian 
authorities to unilaterally close the inter-
national waterway known as the Kerch 
Strait – the gateway connecting the Black 
Sea to the Sea of Azov. 

The strategically important Ukrainian 
port cities of Mariupol and Berdiansk, 
along the northern shore of the Azov Sea, 
are two of the biggest exporters of 
Ukrainian steel to the West. Thus the clo-
sure of the Kerch Strait for any length of 
time would have a debilitating effect on 
the fragile Ukrainian economy, the 
August 9 statement noted.

The Ministry of Infrastructure of 
Ukraine intends to file a complaint to the 
International Maritime Organization on 
the matter, and the Ukrainian government 
is reportedly compiling data to estimate 
the economic damage to the country like-
ly to result from Russia’s announced clo-
sures of the strait.

On August 7, the Ministry of Transport 
of the Russian Federation announced the 
temporary closure of the international 
straits as part of construction efforts to 
build a bridge connecting Russia to the 
occupied territory of Crimea. On August 9, 
between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m., this waterway 
was closed to all maritime traffic except 
for Russian naval vessels. Construction of 
the 12-mile-long Kerch Strait Bridge is 
estimated to cost around $3 billion. The 
road section of the bridge is slated for 
completion in December 2018, with the 
rail link scheduled for the following year.

In October 2003, hostilities nearly 
erupted between Ukraine and Russia in 
an incident known as the Tuzla Straits 
Crisis, when Russia started to build a 
dam from the Taman peninsula to Tuzla 

Island. The international crisis led to the 
2003 agreement on the use of the Sea of 
Azov and the Kerch Strait.

On December 24, 2003, Russia and 
Ukraine had concluded an agreement on 
cooperation in the use of the Sea of Azov 
and the Kerch Strait. The document 
determines that the Sea of Azov is an 
internal waterway for both countries. 
The 2003 agreement further states that 
mercantile vessels and other state non-
commercial vessels flying the flags of the 
Russian Federation and Ukraine have 
free navigation in the Sea of Azov and the 
Kerch Strait.

Russia’s action of sealing off the Kerch 
Strait to Ukrainian commercial vessels 
could have a debilitating impact econom-
ically on the Donbas by effectively cutting 
Mariupol and Berdiansk off from the 
Black Sea. Moreover, the closure of the 
Kerch Strait runs the risk of undermining 
an already delicate social situation in the 
port city of Mariupol, which is heavily 
dependent on its ability to export 
Ukrainian steel to international markets.

The Russian announcement about the 
closure of the Kerch Strait was made 
around the anniversary of the 2008 
Russian invasion of Georgia and at a time 
when many officials in Ukraine are vaca-
tioning. The closure also occurs on the eve 
of U.S. diplomatic envoy Kurt Volker’s 
forthcoming trip to Moscow, where he is 
scheduled to meet with Vladislav Surkov 
to discuss the situation in eastern Ukraine.

*  *  *
Founded in 1984, The Jamestown 

Foundation is an independent, non-parti-
san research institution dedicated to pro-
viding timely information concerning criti-
cal political and strategic developments in 
China, Russia, Eurasia and the world of 
terrorism. Jamestown produces three 
periodic publications: Eurasia Daily 
Monitor, Terrorism Monitor and China 
Brief (see www.jamestown.org).

by Viktoria Veselova  
and Robert Coalson

RFE/RL

KERCH, Ukraine – For years and even 
decades, residents of the Crimean city of 
Kerch have tended orchards and gardens in 
the green dacha community of Zaliv.

But in recent days they have watched in 
anger and sadness as bulldozers and other 
construction machinery have begun clearing 
the area to make way for the construction of 
a highway that is planned to someday span 
the entire Crimean peninsula and connect to 
the Kerch Bridge. The local Kerch.FM outlet 
posted a video in which angry locals watch 
as their trees crash to the ground.

“These are real barbarians,” one woman 
is heard saying. “It looks like they are 
enjoying destroying not just the land, but 
the people, too. They don’t have a gram of 
shame or conscience. They are the lords 
here, and we are nobodies.” 

Since Russia illegally annexed Ukraine’s 
Crimean peninsula in early 2014, Moscow 
has pledged billions of dollars to build the 
infrastructure necessary to connect the 
region with the Russian mainland to the 
east. The signature project is the 19-kilo-
meter road and railway currently being 
built across the Kerch Strait at a cost of 
some $5 billion.

Last week, builders began the process of 
moving the span’s iconic white arches into 
place and on August 7, Moscow prompted 
protests from Kyiv by announcing periodic 
closures of the Kerch Strait to shipping, 
effectively cutting off southeastern Ukraine. 
The strait will be closed for 23 days in 
August and September. On August 9, the 
waterway was closed for 12 hours.

To meet the bridge on the Crimean side, 
Russia plans a modern, four-lane highway 

running the approximately 400 kilometers 
from Kerch in the northeast to Sevastopol 
in the southwest. The highway will pass 
through Feodosia, Bilohirsk, the Crimean 
capital of Symferopol, and Bakhchysarai. 

On May 12, local and Russian officials 
moved the inaugural shovelful of dirt on 
the $2.1 billion project outside of Belgorod. 
The road is currently scheduled for com-
pletion in 2020.

People in Kerch and other locations 
along the planned route are already feeling 
the pain, however. Some 80 families from 
one Kerch neighborhood were forcibly 
relocated to new, hastily constructed apart-
ments. But many of them complained to 
RFE/RL that the work wasn’t finished and 
that the construction was substandard. 
They complain of cracks in the foundations 
and walls, of leaking water producing mold 
on the walls and of faulty sewage lines.

To make matters worse, although they 
moved weeks ago and their old homes have 
been made ready for the wrecking ball, 
they have not received ownership docu-
ments for their new flats. Officials say the 
paperwork will come later this month or, 
perhaps, in September.

In the Zaliv dacha community, local 
Tatyana Vasilevna owns a small plot that is 
slated to be razed.

“And they aren’t paying us proper com-
pensation,” she told RFE/RL. “We are upset 
– and it is not just me. There are 17 of us. 
According to the land register, my plot is 
worth 480,000 rubles [$8,000]. But the 
officials assessed it at 313,000. What can I 
buy for that kind of money? I don’t under-
stand how it can be. There is one price in 
the official registry but they dictate another 
to me! They are dictators!”

Road to dispossession: Locals 
pushed aside for trans-Crimea highway

(Continued on page 13)
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escort Bishop Benedict across the street to his cathedral. 
With the pealing of bells, the entourage ascended the steps 
to the cathedral church. 

The divine liturgy began and, as the Small Entrance con-
cluded, a slight departure from the service began. 
Archbishop Pierre addressed Bishop Benedict and the 
assembled congregation to announce to one and all the 
news they had come to hear. 

In an English-language translation of the Latin docu-
ment sent from Pope Francis, dated April 20, 2017, all were 
informed of the appointment of Bishop Benedict to the see 
of Chicago, in accord with the selection made by the 
Permanent Synod of Bishops of the Ukrainian Greek-
Catholic Church in September 2016 and forwarded to the 
pontiff for acceptance and promulgation.

A decree was also read by the Very Rev. Richard 
Janowicz, who had been the administrator of St. Nicholas 
Eparchy since the death of Bishop Richard Seminack in 
August 2016. A Ukrainian translation was read by the Very 
Rev. Mykhailo Kuzma.

Metropolitan-Archbishop Stefan Soroka of the Ukrainian 
Catholic Archeparchy of Philadelphia began the ceremony 
of enthronement, calling forth Patriarch Sviatoslav to 
impart the insignia of the episcopal office, and escort 
Bishop Benedict to the cathedra (chair) in place in the 
main church of the eparchy and declare him worthy of his 
new office, proclaiming “Axios.” After a resounding affirma-
tion by the clergy and congregation, Bishop Benedict sat in 
his chair to receive the clergy of the eparchy over which he 
is the overseer.

Bishop Benedict then joined the concelebrating hier-
archs to continue the liturgy, the conclusion of which was 
accompanied by the prayerful petition that God grant His 
servant, Bishop Benedict, “many years!”

Speaking during the dinner that followed the enthrone-
ment service, Patriarch Sviatoslav noted that “His 

Beatitude Lubomyr [Husar] knew about the appointment 
of Bishop Benedict, rejoiced and awaited this day.” He 
pointed out that Cardinal Husar, his predecessor as pri-
mate of the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, was beloved 
by the people and that he was proclaimed “our national 
intercessor for peace in Ukraine.”

In turn, Bishop Benedict spoke about his calling: 
“Monastic life is a calling… God is calling. Why? For what? 
You don’t know. God is calling you. I am feeling even today 
that I had this calling and chose it. Serving as a monk, a 
priest, a bishop, I tried to value the people whom God was 
giving me.”

He added: “I don’t know why God has led me here, but I 
believe that He wants to do something good here. I am not 
a Savior, but I came here so we could do something good 
together. It is not going to be easy and simple. But when we 
are working, the Lord will help us.” 

“Ukraine will be strong only when our diaspora is 
strong, and diaspora will be strong when Ukraine is 
strong,” he continued. “I am grateful to God that at this 
period of my life I am here. I am waiting for your support 
and collaboration. We mustn’t be afraid of problems. May 
God help us follow this road of trust to God.”

Welcoming the new bishop of Chicago, Metropolitan 
Stefan, leader of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in the 
United States, stated: “You are being installed as the new 
bishop for St. Nicholas Eparchy in Chicago. Most of the 
faithful of the eparchy are descendants of immigrants to 
these United States of America. The Ukrainian Catholic 
Church has enjoyed successive waves of immigrants com-
ing from Ukraine and elsewhere, beginning in the late 
1880s. They have come fleeing poverty, war and persecu-

tion in Ukraine. Each wave of immigrants have different 
priorities in life. They all share a thirst for God but reveal it 
in different ways. You and I and the Church needs to always 
be mindful of responding to the needs of newcomers, but 
also to devote equal attention to those born here and their 
succeeding generations.”

He offered these words of advice: “We are not as wel-
coming a people as we might think. We want newcomers to 
adapt to the existing ways. You will experience similar atti-
tudes as a newcomer. My advice to you is to simply be 
yourself, and reveal your unique gifts and way of leader-
ship without any compromise. That is why Jesus sent you 
here. God knows what this eparchy needs. You simply need 
to be yourself! Don’t let others, however well intentioned, 
try to unduly influence you in ways contrary to your gifts. 
You are blessed with a dedicated clergy, each having differ-
ent gifts and talents to share.”

The metropolitan added, “My brother bishops Paul 
[Chomnycky], Bohdan [Danylo] and John [Bura] are excited 
about your becoming part of our team. We meet regularly 
to share our experiences, and address our needs together. 
We need one another. Bishop Benedict, know that you can 
rely on our fraternal care and love, and support.” 

At the conclusion of the celebratory dinner, Archbishop 
Ihor Vozniak, metropolitan of Lviv, gave some advice to the 
faithful: “Respect the bishop and love him. Build together 
our Church here, care about it and live in peace among 
yourselves, help each other and grow in love.”

Sources: New Star, the publication of St. Nicholas Eparchy 
in Chicago; UGCC Department of Information; Philadelphia 
Archeparchy of the Ukrainian Catholic Church.

(Continued from page 1)

Bishop Benedict...

Seated (from left) are: Metropolitan Archbishop Stefan Soroka, Patriarch Sviatoslav, Bishop Benedict Aleksiychuk 
and Bishop Borys Gudziak.

Bishops in front of St. Nicholas Cathedral in Chicago.

The new eparch blesses the congregation.

Bishop Benedict Aleksiychuk with Metropolitan-
Archbishop Stefan Soroka.

Oksana Laslychuk
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mind you, without a single shot fired or a 
single drop of blood shed. We acted accord-
ing to our sound common sense – indeed 
oftentimes in defiance of not quite selfless, 
conformist warnings. 

I would like to tell you quite openly, as the 
old maxim on our Town Hall requires me to 
do, that my people and I watch with a certain 
concern how little the West realizes what is 
currently brewing in the expanses of Russia. 

From a subjective point of view it is 
understandable that the breakdown of the 
Soviet Union caused the West to feel a kind 
of triumph; it is also understandable, sub-
jectively, that the West concentrated all its 
hopes and empathies on the true or osten-
sible forces of reform in Russia. This atti-
tude, however, has brought the West to a 
risk of wishful thinking. 

All of us, including the Estonian people 
and other peoples of Central and Eastern 
Europe, wish as much as the West an eco-
nomically and socially stable Russia. Yet 
when we track the achievements of the lat-
ter years, we should be overtaken by an 
uneasy feeling that we have been moving 
farther away from our goal. 

What is it that worries Estonians, and 
not only them, in the present development 
of Europe? We were astounded to see that 
the West invited Russian troops and tanks 
to Sarajevo. Ever since Bismarck and the 
1878 Berlin Congress, it has been the 
West’s policy, for the sake of peace, to keep 
Russians as far away from the Balkans as 
possible. Since World War II the United 
States and the West have invested over $80 
billion to keep Titoism alive and the Soviets 
away from the Adriatic. 

Let us ask ourselves: Is it possible that a 
state, which itself is grappling with the 
hardest unsettled ethnic and ethical prob-
lems, should be trusted to act as an arbitra-
tor and peacemaker in other states that 
also have ethnic problems? The unease will 
be growing when one examines one of the 
recent documents issued by the Russian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. It states there 
that the problem of ethnic Russian groups 
in the neighbouring countries cannot be 
solved by Russia by diplomatic means 
alone. Those ethnic Russian groups, howev-
er, have oftentimes settled down in the 
wake of occupants and mass deportations 
of the native population. 

One can only conclude from this Moscow 
memorandum that, if necessary, other mea-
sures may also be taken. As to what these 
measures could be, we Estonians along 
with other smaller nations have had bitter 
experiences in our recent history. 

So I am worried that, once again, irratio-
nalism is getting out of hand in Russian for-

eign policy and Russian political philoso-
phy. Years ago Solzhenitsyn called on 
Russians to bid farewell to the empire and 
instead concentrate on themselves. He used 
the word “self-restriction” and demanded 
that the Russians should solve their own 
economic, social and also intellectual prob-
lems. Neglecting this imperative of their 
great compatriot’s, responsible Russian 
politicians have suddenly, once again, 
begun to speak openly about the purported 
“special role” of Russia, about a “peace-
keeper” function that the new Russia has to 
fulfill throughout the whole territory of the 
former USSR. Mr. [Sergei] Karaganov, one of 
President [Boris] Yeltsin’s closest advisors, 
recently expressed this in seemingly unob-

trusive form but, in fact quite harshly, when 
he said that Russia was to play the role of 
“primus inter pares” the first among equals 
in the entire area of the former Soviet 
empire. This reminds me of a phrase once 
coined by George Orwell about Soviet com-
munism: “All are equal, but some are more 
equal than others!” 

Why does the new, post-communist 
Russia, which claims to have broken with the 
evil traditions of the USSR, stubbornly refuse 
to admit that the Baltic nations, Estonians, 
Latvians and Lithuanians, were occupied 
and annexed against their will and contrary 
to international law in 1940, and once again 
in 1944, and subsequently brought to the 
limit of their national existence through five 
decades of Sovietization and Russification? 
Even today a deputy Moscow foreign minis-
ter, Mr. [Sergei] Krylov, officially declared in 
his reply to the Baltic states that, in 1940, 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania had joined the 
Soviet Union “voluntarily.” This is little short 
of the statement that tens of thousands of 
Estonians, including my family and myself, 
had “voluntarily” let themselves be deported 
to Siberia by the Soviets. 

Ladies and gentlemen, how do we fathom 
all of this calmly and earnestly? Naturally, it 
is the more or less familiar kind of irrational-
ism that is born in Russia and that makes 
Russian politics look unpredictable. 
However, there is also another equally 
alarming tendency, which out of convenience 
is passed off as realpolitik in the democratic 
West. That is a proclivity for an approach 

that can be labeled as “appeasement.” With 
this approach, one unwittingly becomes an 
accomplice of imperialist forces in Russia 
who believe that they can solve their coun-
try’s immense problems by outward expan-
sion and by threatening their neighbors. 

All of the free West is outraged and 
appalled at the well-known statements 
made by Vladimir Zhirinovsky. But, aston-
ishingly, hardly anyone has taken note of, 
and no one has protested against, what the 
Russian Foreign Minister [Andrei] Kozyrev 
declared the other day: the government in 
Moscow regards the continued presence of 
Russian troops in the former Soviet repub-
lics as desirable. 

Our consistent approach to the issue of 

the actual political situation in Europe pro-
ceeds from our historical experience and 
our sense of responsibility: behind our 
back there is no barren fallow land, there 
are other free European states. 

The social-political or economic process-
es in Russia, which even today is still more 
like a supercontinent than a state, cannot 
be controlled from the outside, as much as 
one would like to do so. This has been 
clearly demonstrated by the experience of 
the recent years: the widespread inclina-
tion of the free West to regard any leader 
who happens to be in office in Moscow – be 
it Khrushchev, Brezhnev, Gorbachev or 
Yeltsin – as irreplaceable has led to tremen-
dously bad investments and misjudge-
ments. Whoever really wants to help Russia 
and the Russian people today must make it 
emphatically clear to the Russian leader-
ship that another imperialist expansion will 
not stand a chance. Whoever fails to do so 
will actually help the enemies of democracy 
in Russia and other post-Communist states. 

As I said, ladies and gentlemen: Estonia 
is situated very near to Germany and 
Hamburg. Western, and above all German 
policy, has to make a fateful choice. Either 
the neo-imperialist policy of a great eastern 
power will be tolerated, financed and, in 
the short term, possibly even profited from 
– that, dear listeners, would be a policy 
unable to see an inch further than one’s 
nose. Or the notions of democracy, feedom, 
responsibility and peace will be helped on 
the road to success across the whole gigan-

tic area between the Baltic Sea and the 
Pacific Ocean. If one wants to do that, the 
democratic West should resolutely contrib-
ute to the stability and security of the medi-
um and smaller-sized states to the east of 
the German border. Here I mean the whole 
area of Central Europe, which in my view 
reaches from the Estonian border town of 
Narva, on the Baltic Sea, to the Adriatic, also 
including Ukraine. 

If we manage to integrate this zone of 
states into the democratic world, then the 
model effect of these countries will be felt 
in the Russian area. We want to, I should 
say we have to, be safely anchored in the 
West. From such a safe position, rather 
than from some kind of twilight zone, we 
will be able to assume our function as a 
bridge between East and West and, at the 
same time, assist the democratic forces of 
Russia. Then it will be possible, progressing 
from west to east, to help democracy, free 
enterprise, private property, and not least 
of all the rule of law, on the road to success. 

If, however, those states, including 
Estonia, are left to their own devices and 
exposed to the potential neo-imperialist 
appetites of Moscow, the price for it would 
be too high, even for all Europe, to pay. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I have told you 
about some of the gravest concerns from 
which it follows that the Baltic states have in 
fact become the touchstone of the European 
idea. But if we unite our wills to do away 
with the reasons for these concerns, we 
shall have a promising vision of a peaceful 
future before us. This is based on convincing 
facts. We can see common interests between 
Estonia, Northwestern Russia and the entire 
Baltic and North Sea area. We shall then be 
able to speak of a natural gas pipeline which 
will convey Norwegian gas through the Kola 
Peninsula and the free Baltic states up to 
Hamburg. We can see a motorway running 
all the way from St. Petersburg through 
Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania to Berlin and 
further – the “Via Baltica.” We can see quite a 
few free trade zones and development areas 
for new initiatives. Much like in the past, 
Reval/Tallinn would then act as an agent 
between Hamburg and other Hansa cities in 
the West on the one hand, and Novgorod, 
that is the Russian area, on the other. Hansa-
like cooperation is a natural outlook for the 
future for all the states lying on the Baltic 
and the neighbouring North Sea. 

The Republic of Estonia, which for its 
domestic, economic and social policies is 
among the most stable states of the region, 
could offer you, ladies and gentlemen, good 
services, solidarity and friendship. 

We try hard to understand your situa-
tion. My request is: Please try to under-
stand our situation too. It is in the interests 
of all of Europe and hence, in your interests 
here in Germany and in Hamburg, that 
Estonia should remain democratic and free.

“Whoever really wants to help Russia and the 
Russian people today must make it emphatical-
ly clear to the Russian leadership that another 
imperialist expansion will not stand a chance. 
Whoever fails to do so will actually help the 
enemies of democracy in Russia and other post-
communist states.” 

– Lennart Meri

(Continued from page 6)

When a Western...

The Very Rev. Andriy Rabiy, who will 
become auxiliary bishop for the Ukrainian 

Catholic Archeparchy of Philadelphia.

Pope Francis appoints auxiliary bishop 
for Ukrainian Archeparchy of Philadelphia

Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy  
of Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA – Pope Francis has 
appointed the Very Rev. Andriy Rabiy as 
auxiliary bishop for the Ukrainian Catholic 
Archeparchy of Philadelphia.  The 
announcement was made on August 8. The 
pope concurred with the recommendation 
of the appointment offered by the Synod of 
the Ukrainian Catholic Bishops.

The new bishop has been assigned the 
Titular See of Germaniciana. 

The Very Rev. Andriy Rabiy currently 
serves as vicar general and as vice-chancel-
lor for the Ukrainian Catholic Archeparchy, 
and as a dean of the Lehigh-Schuylkill 

Deanery in Pennsylvania. He is also a mem-
ber of the College of Consultors, the 
Archieparchial Finance Advisory Council, 
the Presbyteral Council, the Archieparchial 
Administrative Council and Administrative 
Board at the Pennsylvania Conference of 
Bishops.

He was born on October 1, 1975, in Lviv. 
His parents, Anton and Iryna Rabiy, reside in 
Zymna Voda, Lviv region of Ukraine. He has 
one younger brother, Vitaliy, who is married 
to Iryna. The couple and their two children 
live in Ukraine.

Andriy Rabiy graduated from Zymna 
Voda High School No. 1 in 1992. In the fall 
of that year, he entered Ivano-Frankivsk 
Seminary, where he studied philosophy for 

two years. In August 1994 he moved to the 
United States to continue his studies at St. 
Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Seminary 
while attending classes at the Catholic 
University of America in Washington. 
Following completion of a one-year pro-
gram studying English at the Metropolitan 
College of the Catholic University, he was 
enrolled in the School of Philosophy and 
Religious Studies at that university. He 
graduated in May 1999 with a bachelor’s 
degree in philosophy.

He then continued his theological stud-
ies at the Dominican House of Studies in 
Washington. He completed a four-year pro-

(Continued on page 22)
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by Ihor N. Stelmach

Far from the peak physical form required for a finals 
match, Elina Svitolina battled through exhaustion and 
overwhelmed still another top-10 opponent for her fifth 
WTA Tour title of the season on August 13 in Toronto. 
Playing her third match in a little over 24 hours, the young 
Ukrainian toppled Caroline Wozniacki, 6-4, 6-0 to win the 
2017 Rogers Cup.

“I’m just very happy that it’s finished,” Svitolina said in a 
post-match press conference. “And with a title, it’s even 
more special.”

Rain on Friday forced Svitolina to play her quarterfinal on 
Saturday morning. Exhausted from a late night and hurting 
from a right Achilles’ tendon injury, her expectations of win-
ning were not too high. Indeed she never bothered to pack a 
second outfit for the evening’s semifinal and had already 
booked a flight to the next WTA Tour stop in Cincinnati.

Svitolina proceeded to dispose of fourth-ranked Garbine 
Muguruza 4-6, 6-4, 6-3 in the quarters, returned to her 
hotel to change and then went back to Aviva Center to 
eliminate second-ranked Simona Halep 6-1, 6-1.

Svitolina hand-washed an outfit for Sunday’s final, 
changed her Cincinnati flight and finished the tournament 
with an emphatic, one-sided victory over the sixth-ranked 
Wozniacki.

“I was very, very tired after the first game of the first 
set,” Svitolina admitted. “And I knew that I needed to give 
everything because Caroline doesn’t miss much. 

Emotionally I was relieved when I won the first set and 
then was playing better and better in the second.”

“And, yeah, it just happened. I really couldn’t believe that 
it’s all finished and I’m holding the trophy.”

The 22-year-old rising star banked on her fierce base-
line game and retrieving expertise. Her consistent play 

keyed her win, her steady pressure often forcing Wozniacki 
into committing errors.

Wozniacki’s mid-match adjustments of the height and 
speed of her shots could not offset Svitolina’s strong 
ground strokes and powerful service game. Svitolina varied 
her pace, making it uncomfortable and difficult for her 
opponent.

Svitolina’s advantage in winners was 15-10, while both 
players had four aces and 21 unforced errors apiece.

Despite the one-sided victory, the two split the first eight 
games of the initial set before Svitolina notched a critical 
break at love. She never looked back after finally creating 
some separation and finished the first set before steam-
rolling her opponent in the second – the match lasting all of 
77 minutes.

Svitolina knocked off four top-10 players in her tourna-
ment run, besting ninth-ranked Venus Williams 6-2, 6-1 in 
the third round. She earned $501,975 for her third Premier 
5 title of the year and moved up a spot to a career-high No. 
4 in the WTA rankings.

According to WTA Insider, she became the first player to 
win three Premier 5 titles in one season. She had captured 
championships in Dubai and Rome earlier in the year and 
added to her total with the Toronto triumph.

“I think this was a great tournament for me, I beat four 
really good players,” Svitolina said. “It was a very, very spe-
cial week for me.”

Svitolina has reached five finals this year and won them 
all.

Elina Svitolina
Radio Liberty / Shutterstock

Svitolina wins Rogers Cup and climbs to No. 4 of WTA

Republican Institute (IRI). 
 “It used to be 8 hrv to the dollar under 

[former President Viktor] Yanukovych. The 
country feels like it’s going down into a bot-
tomless pit,” said soldier Yevhen Pasichnyk, 
as he woke up from a general anesthetic, 
echoing many Ukrainians’ pain about the 
national currency’s devaluation.

Only 4 percent, according to the same 
IRI survey, blamed Russia for the current 
situation in Ukraine. Meanwhile, Ukraine’s 
President Petro Poroshenko and the gov-
ernment received 61 percent of the blame.

In addition, Ukrainian attitudes towards 
Russia are improving, according to a recent 
survey by the Kyiv International Institute of 
Sociology. In fact, more Ukrainians now 
view Russia positively than negatively for 
the first time since the war began.

Before the war, from 2008 to 2013, the 

(Continued from page 1)

Criticism shifts... number of Ukrainians who had a “very posi-
tive or mostly positive” attitude towards 
Russia fluctuated between 80 and 90 per-
cent. This number dropped significantly for 
the first time to 52 percent in April 2014, and 
then hit an all-time low of 30 percent in May 
2015. Since then, however, the number of 
Ukrainians with positive attitudes towards 
Russia has been slowly climbing, and as of 
May 2017 it stands at 44 percent, with just 
37 percent holding a negative attitude. 

“I think those who answer ‘positively’ 
think of Russia as simply Russian people – 
their friends, their relatives and not the 
Russian government,” said Anton Hrushetsky 
of the Kyiv International Institute of 
Sociology, who carried out the research. 

“It is only when the war is in a ‘hot 
phase,’ like in May 2015, after Debaltseve, 
that people connect the two,” said Mr. 
Hrushetsky. “The war is, unfortunately, part 
of normal life: One or two soldiers die in 
the east everyday. Not much changes.” 

Ironically,  Russians’  opinion of 
Ukrainians have continued to worsen. The 
Russia-based Levada Center’s poll from 
May found that only 26 percent of Russians 
have a “very positive or mostly positive” 
attitude towards Ukraine.

Yevhen Fedchenko, director at the Kyiv-
Mohyla School of Journalism and an expert 
on Russian propaganda, said this can be 
explained by the fact that influential 

Ukrainians haven’t matched Russia’s level 
of propaganda.

“If you watch Ukrainian television, you 
won’t hear a top politician or government 
official preaching to hate Russians or to kill 
Russians,” said Mr. Fedchenko. “Also, 
Russia’s anti-Ukrainian propaganda didn’t 
happen overnight with the Maidan.”

Mr. Fedchenko added that, in some ways, 
Ukrainians are still influenced by Russian 
propaganda, although recent events have 
made them more resilient: “Well, 44 per-
cent view Russia positively, so they definite-
ly do not think that only Russia is responsi-
ble for the war,” Mr. Fedchenko observed.

But when they look at what are consid-
ered Russia’s liberal classes, for instance, 
Ukrainians are increasingly disappointed, 
according to Mr. Fedchenko. Giving the 
example of Russian opposition figure 
Alexey Navalny agreeing with the annexa-
tion of Crimea, he commented: “All those 
people who they used to see as a different 
part of Russia, they now understand they 
are the same and that the problem is with 
the general political culture in Russia, rath-
er than with Putin or individual figures.” 

Back in Kharkiv, the hospital and its 
neighbor, Ukraine’s only prosthetics 
research center, soldier on. The prosthetics 
center is having increasing success. The 
equipment is modern; the staff are orga-
nized and eager to build on their skills. One 
soldier we met, whose leg was amputated at 
mid-calf, was able to walk two months later. 

Lying in the Kharkiv hospital, Hryhorii 
Gunko, who also lost half of his calf and is 
awaiting his next operation, asks me: “How 
long do they say it will take? For the pros-
thetics? I want to be home for the New Year.” 

A Ukrainian soldier with a spinal injury (left) learns to walk again at the Ukrainian 
Research Institute for Prosthetics and Rehabilitation. The institute’s director, 
Antonina Salieieva, (center) explains the process to Larissa Kyj, president of the 
United Ukrainian American Relief Committee, and Vera Prynko, head of the 
UUARC’s Kyiv office (right). They are accompanied by Yuriy Podolyan (center), a 

lieutenant colonel and military doctor at the Kharkiv hospital.

Isobel Koshiw

The president of the United Ukrainian American Relief Committee, Larissa Kyj (cen-
ter, left), is presented a thank-you letter by Lt. Col. Yuriy Podolyan on behalf of the 
Kharkiv Military Hospital. The UUARC was able to buy $140,000 worth of rehabili-
tation therapy equipment for injured soldiers being treated at three hospitals thanks 

to a donation by the late Gregory Malinowski. 
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by Bohdana Puzyk

KERHONKSON, N.Y. – The annual Miss 
Soyuzivka contest, sponsored by the 
Ukrainian National Association, was held at 
Soyuzivka Heritage Center on Saturday, 
August 12. 

Ukrainian-born Isabella White was 
crowned as the new Miss Soyuzivka for 
2018. The daughter of Sherry and Morgan 
White of Mainesburg, Pa., she was adopted 
at the age of 13 from Odesa, Ukraine. 
Arriving in America, Isabella joined her 
new family of 10 siblings, five of whom are 
also adopted from Ukraine. 

Miss White would like to be an interna-
tional translator, translating Ukrainian and 
sign language. She enjoys reading and music, 
and is active in her new community by 
teaching in the Sunday School and tutoring.

The second runner-up is Natalia Muzyka 
of Kerhonkson, N.Y., daughter of Olha and 
Alex Muzyka. She attends Mount St. Mary’s 
College in Newburg, N.Y., where she is 
studying to be a nurse practitioner. Miss 
Muzyka is a member of the Syzokryli 
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble and an instruc-
tor at Anne Hebard School of Ballet in 
Kingston, N.Y.

The third runner-up is Andrea Wasylyk 
of Cottekill, N.Y., daughter of Marianne 
Hawryluk. Currently a senior at Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N.Y., Miss 

Hawryluk is studying to be an optometrist. 
She is a recipient of the RPI Leadership 
Scholarship. Miss Hawryluk is a member of 
The Rusty Pipes, an a capella group from 
RPI, and the Ukrainian American Youth 
Association.

The judges for this year’s Miss Soyuzivka 

contest were Ukraine’s Consul General Igor 
Sybiga of New York; Dr. Tania Bazarko, a 
podiatrist in Westport, Conn.; and Roman 
Hirniak, former mayor of Randolph 
Township, N.J., and pedagogical adviser for 
the Ukrainian Educational Council.

Stefan Kaczaraj, president of the 

Ukrainian National Association and the 
Ukrainian National Foundation, had the 
honor of dancing with the newly crowned 
Miss Soyuzivka to the music of Tempo. He 
presented each of the young ladies with a 
check and an annual subscription to 
Svoboda or The Ukrainian Weekly.

Miss Soyuzivka Isabella White (center) with first runner-up Natalia Muzyka (right) 
and second runner-up Andrea Wasylyk.

Miss Soyuzivka 2018 Isabella White is flanked by Ukraine’s Consul General in New 
York Igor Sybiga (left) and Stefan Kaczaraj, president of both the Ukrainian National 

Association and the Ukrainian National Foundation.

Miss Soyuzivka contest winner and runners-up with the judges (from left): Igor Sybiga, Andrea Wasylyk, Isabella White, Natalia 
Muzyka, Dr. Tania Bazarko and Roman Hirniak.

Mark Lonkevych

Soyuzivka Heritage Center crowns Miss Soyuzivka 2018

Additionally, U.S. energy-sector sanctions 
on Russia could particularly hit companies/
entities from Italy, Greece and Turkey that 
are involved in Turkish Stream’s construc-
tion, financing and logistic maintenance. This 
might further roil U.S. relations with Turkey – 
and also damage relations with Greece and 
Italy. According to Mikhail Krutikhin from 
RusEnergy, Swiss Allseas, which is engaged 
in pipe-laying, may refuse further activities 
because of sanctions, and “other contractors 
would be unlikely to agree to replace it” 
(Vedomosti, July 11). The construction of 
Turkish Stream’s first (marine) section start-
ed in May (Gazpromexport.ru, accessed July 
30); work is proceeding ahead of schedule, 
with hopes to complete the project before 
sanctions set in.

The United States plans to facilitate ship-
ments of American liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) to Europe, which would compete not 
only with Russian gas but also with the mod-
erate volumes transiting through the SGC in 
the future. Although U.S. LNG would be an 
alternative source for European gas imports, 
it is not advantageous due to its higher pric-
es. Cheaper Russian gas continues to control 
the largest share of the market. 

The EU’s regulatory measures have been 
instrumental in pushing Russian Gazprom 
to behave under normal market rules. Yet, 
in Russia and some countries in Europe, 
the newly possible U.S. sanctions are seen 
as the politicization of energy (Valdaiclub.
com, EurActiv, July 26).

The article above is reprinted from 
Eurasia Daily Monitor with permission from 
its publisher, the Jamestown Foundation, 
www.jamestown.org.

(Continued from page 3)

Potential impact...

On the edge of Kerch, there is a prehistor-
ic Slavic burial mound, or “kurhan.” In May, 
researchers from the Russian Academy of 
Sciences studied the site and identified sep-
arate burial tombs for different families. The 
mound developed over a long period of 
time, merging gradually into a single 
kurhan. Although the researchers recom-
mended additional excavations, the site is 
slated to be leveled for the new highway.

Across Crimea, so far, more than 100 land 
parcels and/or buildings have been seized. 
In the village of Sovhozne, 20 local families 
have lost their homes, while other locals are 
concerned about the pollution and noise 
that the new highway will bring.

Abdureshit Dzhepparov, coordinator of 
the Crimean Contact Group for Human 
Rights, says the highway construction could 
be an ecological disaster for the peninsula. 
He worries that local residents and busi-

nesses will try to cash in by providing grav-
el and other natural resources for the proj-
ect without any controls from officials 
focused on delivering Russian President 
Vladimir Putin’s highway on time.

At the end of July, officials published a list 
of about two dozen unofficial memorial cross-
es placed at the scenes of traffic crashes that 
will also be removed and requested that fami-
lies take them down by the end of August.

“If they are not taken down, they will be 
removed and recycled,” the Russian-
installed administration’s statement said. 
“When the deadline expires, no complaints 
on this matter will be accepted.” 

Written by Robert Coalson on the basis of 
reporting by Viktoria Veselova of the Crimea 
Desk of RFE/RL’s Ukraine Service.

Copyright 2017, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted 
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see 
https://www.rferl.org/a/crimea-ukraine-
russia-locals-pushed-aside-for-high-
way/28674172.html).

(Continued from page 8)

Road to dispossession...
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Montenegro, Iceland, Albania, Liechtenstein, 
the United States, Canada, Australia and 
Japan and asking them “to introduce per-
sonal sanctions for the persons linked to the 
persecution of Mr. Volodymyr Balukh, a 
Crimean prisoner of conscience, as well as 
for strengthening sectoral sanctions against 
the Russian Federation for gross and repeat-
ed violations of human rights in Crimea.” 
(Ukrainian Canadian Congress Daily 
Briefing)

Rights group reports on Chiygoz trial

OTTAWA – The Kharkiv Human Rights 
Protection Group (KHPG) reported on the 
illegal “trial” of the deputy head of the 
Crimean Tatar Mejlis, Akhtem Chiygoz, who 
is illegally imprisoned by Russian occupa-
tion “authorities” in Russian-occupied 
Crimea. Calling him a “recognized political 
prisoner,” KHPG stated: “He and other 
Crimean Tatars are on trial, as Chiygoz said 
in his final address, for upholding the law 
and for defending Ukraine’s territorial integ-
rity, with Russia’s prosecution carried out by 
people who themselves turned traitors. 
Although Chiygoz has officially not been 
convicted, he has already been held in custo-
dy for two and a half years on openly lawless 
charges and an acquittal is not anticipated. 
Akhtem Chiygoz is himself clear not only 
that a prison sentence is awaited, but also 
that this is ‘a sentence directed against the 

entire Crimean Tatar people on behalf of the 
Russian Federation which has occupied my 
homeland.’ ” (Ukrainian Canadian Congress 
Daily Briefing)

Zakharchenko says ‘Malorossiya” a bust 

KYIV – The leader of Russia-backed sepa-
ratists in eastern Ukraine’s Donetsk region 
says his plan to create a country called 
“Malorossiya” has failed. In a statement on 
August 9, Aleksandr Zakharchenko said the 
name Malorossiya – which means Little 
Russia – “was rejected by many.” Mr. 
Zakharchenko had announced the initiative 
on July 18, suggesting that Malorossiya would 
encompass all of Ukraine and saying Donetsk 
would be its capital. It was met with derision 
and criticism from Kyiv and the West, and did 
not receive the Kremlin’s support. In his new 
statement, Mr. Zakharchenko claimed that 
the idea of re-establishing Ukraine with a less 
powerful central government and a new 
name “has won a broad support,” but gave no 
evidence of that. More than 10,000 people 
have been killed since April 2014 in the con-
flict between Ukrainian forces and the 
Russia-backed separatists in the Donetsk and 
Luhansk regions. (RFE/RL, with reporting by 
TASS and Interfax)

Russia claims Ukrainian officer detained 

PRAGUE – Russia’s Federal Security 
Service (FSB) says it has detained a senior 
reconnaissance officer from a Ukrainian mil-
itary unit and claims he was planning acts of 
sabotage in Crimea. The FSB said on August 
15 that Hennadiy Limeshko was detained 

on August 12 while attempting to disrupt 
power lines on the Russian-controlled pen-
insula. He was placed under pretrial arrest. 
According to the FSB, the suspect had explo-
sive devices in his possession. A spokesman 
for Ukraine’s armed forces, Yuzef 
Venskovych, said on August 15 that Mr. 
Limeshko is not an active-duty serviceman. 
Mr. Limeshko served in the Ukrainian army 
between November 2016 and May 2017, Mr. 
Venskovych said, adding, “He was dis-
charged in May this year due to incompati-
bility with service.” The announcement 
came days after a Russian court sentenced 
two Ukrainian nationals in separate cases to 
lengthy prison terms on terrorism charges.
Rights activists say Russia has jailed several 
Ukrainians on trumped-up, politically moti-
vated charges since Moscow seized 
Ukraine’s Crimea region in March 2014. In 
March, the European Parliament called on 
Russia to free more than 30 Ukrainian citi-
zens who are in prison or who have had 
their freedom of movement restricted in 
Russia, Crimea and parts of eastern Ukraine 
that are controlled by Russia-backed sepa-
ratists. (RFE/RL, with reporting by UNIAN, 
RIA Novosti and Interfax)

Ukraine GDP grows in second quarter

OTTAWA – Ukraine’s GDP grew by 2.4 
percent in the second quarter of 2017, com-
pared to the second quarter of 2016. The 
GDP grew 0.6 percent in the second quarter 
of 2017, compared to the first quarter of 
this year, according to data released by the 
State Statistics Service of Ukraine. The 

Ministry of Economic Development and 
Trade stated that the “the key prerequisite 
for growth is economic reform, improve-
ment in business confidence and growth in 
consumer activity with an increase in 
wages. In addition, a positive impact was 
provided by external market conditions, 
namely, growth in commodity prices, par-
ticularly metals, iron ore and grain, as well 
as a high level of construction activity at 
industrial and infrastructure facilities. The 
Ministry of Economic Development and 
Trade forecasts GDP growth at 1.8-2 per-
cent for 2017. (Ukrainian Canadian 
Congress Daily Briefing)

CPJ cites ‘hostile’ press environment 

NEW YORK – The Committee to Protect 
Journalists (CPJ) has condemned the 
“harassment” of reporters in Ukraine after 
security services raided the offices of an 
independent news website and a member 
of Parliament criticized the head of the 
national press union for his response to the 
raid. Ukrainian authorities should “end 
their harassment” of Strana.ua and “stop 
fostering a hostile environment toward the 
press,” said CPJ Europe and Central Asia 
Program Coordinator Nina Ognianova in a 
statement on August 14. Strana.ua said 
security service agents searched its Kyiv 
premises and the homes of two of its jour-
nalists last week as part of an investigation 
into allegations that the website disclosed 
confidential government information. The 

(Continued on page 15)
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However, Mr. Elleman conceded that the 
North Koreans could have gotten the tech-
nology also from Russia’s state-run rocket 
company, Energomash, something he reit-
erated on Twitter following publication of 
the report and a wave of public scrutiny.

As the report notes, the Yuzhmash factory 
is located near territory controlled by Russia-
backed separatists in eastern Ukraine. It is 
also not far from the border with Russia 
and, amid the chaos of war, Ukraine’s east 
has become a haven for illicit trade.

A Ukrainian security official who asked 

not to be named because of the sensitive 
nature of the issue said Ukraine had had 
success in tackling smuggling recently but 
had in the past struggled with keeping 
secrets from the rocket factory from leak-
ing outside the country.

The Kyiv Post, citing local and interna-
tional reports, said that North Korean spies 
had attempted to steal rocket technology 
from Ukraine in June 2012 and December 
2015, in both cases from Yuzhmash. In 
2015, the paper reported, Ukraine claimed 
to have detained and sentenced two North 
Korean diplomats from Belarus who had 
tried to photograph secret Yuzhmash docu-
ments relating to the construction of liquid-
fuel rocket engines. 

(Continued from page 1)

Ukraine denies... Mr. Elleman, speaking to The Times, sug-
gested that could be the case here, saying, 
“It’s likely that these engines came from 
Ukraine – probably illicitly.”

He added about the North Koreans and 
possible Ukrainian state involvement: “The 
big question is how many they have and 
whether the Ukrainians are helping them 
now. I’m very worried.”

‘It’s a Russian psyop’

The allegations of Ukraine’s possible 
involvement in supplying Pyongyang with 
missile technology come at a particularly 
crucial moment for the country. U.S. 
President Donald Trump’s administration 
is currently weighing whether to provide 
Kyiv with lethal weapons, including Javelin 
anti-tank missiles, to better defend against 
the Russia-backed forces it has been fight-
ing in its east for more than three years.

That’s one reason why Ukraine’s securi-
ty apparatus is “working to correct this 
information as fast as possible, based on 
facts,” NSDC Deputy Secretary Oleksandr 
Lytvynenko told RFE/RL by phone.

Mr. Lytvynenko claimed Russian “psyops” 
– or psychological operations, a term used to 
describe noncombative military operations – 
played a role in the delivery of rocket tech-
nology to Pyongyang in order to cover the 
country’s own participation in North Korea’s 
missile program in a manner that could 
frame Ukraine, and possibly even in the dis-
semination of the IISS report itself.

He also pointed to Mr. Elleman’s past 
work in Russia from 1995 to 2001, when 
he led a program aimed at dismantling 
obsolete long-range missiles, according to 
his biography on IISS’s website, as what he 
said was evidence of “ties” to Moscow. Mr. 
Lytvynenko provided nothing else as evi-
dence for his claims. 

Speaking to RFE/RL by phone from 
Washington, Mr. Elleman said he expected 
some to disagree with his report, but he 
was “shocked” by the Ukrainian response 
and allegations of working for Moscow. 

“I don’t have any direct ties to the 
Russian government,” Mr. Elleman said. 
“I’ve done work with Russians in the past. 
I’m no fan of [Russian President Vladimir] 
Putin, that’s for sure. He’s a dictator and 

authoritarian and a destabilizing force 
throughout Europe and Asia and the 
Middle East.”

It was “disappointing” that Ukraine 
didn’t respond to the report by initiating an 
investigation to determine whether it is in 
fact a Yuzhmash engine that was obtained 
by North Korea, Mr. Elleman added.

Asked if the NSDC or any other security 
body would be investigating whether the 
rocket technology could have been 
obtained illegally from someone in Ukraine 
and smuggled to Pyongyang,  Mr. 
Lytvynenko said that “could not happen,” 
suggesting there would be no inquiry.

“I do not believe there are stupid 
Ukrainians who can sell the engine to North 
Korea. Russia played with [the] Kims,” he 
said, referring to the family of North Korean 
leader Kim Jong Un and Moscow’s backing 
in some cases of the tightly controlled state.

Some experts not convinced

It is not only the Ukrainians denying the 
findings in Mr. Elleman’s report. Joshua 
Pollack, editor of The Nonproliferation 
Review and a senior research associate at 
the Middlebury Institute of International 
Studies at Monterey, California, told RFE/
RL via direct message on Twitter that he 
believed “the report is bogus.”

“The [U.S. government] is convinced that 
[North Korea] makes its own rocket 
engines. It has sanctioned Iran for partici-
pating in the development of the 80-ton 
engine that Elleman and others link to the 
Soviet RD-250,” he said, referring to the 
specific technology alleged to have come 
from Ukraine or Russia in the IISS report.

Moreover, Mr. Pollack said, that engine 
was not used in the North Korean 
Hwasong-12 and Hwasong-14 rockets 
launched this summer. “They use a different, 
smaller main engine, and also have four 
small steering engines around it,” he added.

Copyright 2017, RFE/RL Inc. Reprinted 
with the permission of Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, 1201 Connecticut Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 20036; www.rferl.org (see 
https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-denies-
supply-north-korea-missile-technolo-
gy/28675992.html).
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raid was criticized by the chairman of the 
National Union of Journalists of Ukraine, 
Serhiy Tomilenko, who in turn was accused 
by National Deputy Dmytro Tymchuk of 
supporting anti-Ukrainian activities. CPJ 
quoted Mr. Tomilenko as saying that he has 
since received threatening messages on 
social media. “Politicians are creating a 
toxic atmosphere for the media by dividing 
Ukrainian journalists into patriotic and 
unpatriotic, when they should be encourag-
ing a wide variety of viewpoints to inform 
the public,” Ms. Ognianova said. (RFE/RL)

CPJ denounces journalist’s deportation 

NEW YORK – The New York-based 
Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) has 
called on Ukrainian authorities to remove 
“all restrictions” on Russian journalist 
Tamara Nersesian’s ability to report from 
Ukraine, after she was deported from the 
country. “We call on Ukraine to allow 
Tamara [Nersesian] and all journalists to 
report freely from the country, regardless 
of their country of origin or the editorial 
line of their employers,” CPJ Europe and 
Central Asia program coordinator Nina 
Ognianova said in a statement on August 
15. “Banning Russian media from Ukraine 
is neither democratic nor conducive to 
resolving the crisis between the two coun-
tries,” Ms. Ognianova added. Earlier, Olena 
Hitlyanska, a spokeswoman for the Security 
Service of Ukraine (SBU), wrote on 
Facebook that “Russian propagandist” Ms. 
Nersesian had been deported overnight 
over national security concerns and barred 
from entering Ukraine for three years. Ms. 
Nersesian is a correspondent for the 
Russian state broadcaster VGTRK. She told 
the Russian media holding RBC that securi-
ty officials had detained her in Kyiv, 
brought her to the SBU headquarters, and 
questioned her for three hours. Ms. 
Nersesian also said she was told she was 
being expelled from Ukraine and banned 
from the country because of her reporting, 
which officials told her inflamed the con-
flict in eastern Ukraine. Kyiv has banned 
more than a dozen Russian television chan-
nels since 2014, accusing them of spread-
ing war propaganda. (RFE/RL, with report-
ing by RIA Novosti, UNIAN, and RBC)

U.S. reports on religious liberties 

WASHINGTON – In the first annual 
International Religious Freedom Report 
since President Donald Trump took office 
in January, the U.S. State Department said 
on August 15 that non-state groups imperil 
religious liberties in the Middle East, Asia 
and Sub-Saharan Africa, as well as in areas 
of eastern Ukraine controlled by Russia-
backed separatists. The report, which cov-
ers 199 countries and territories around 
the world for 2016, was little changed in 
tone from the previous year. The report 
notes that, in Russia and on Ukraine’s 
Crimea peninsula, which Russia illegally 
annexed in 2014, members of Jehovah’s 
Witnesses and the Church of Latter-Day 
Saints, or Mormons, have suffered numer-
ous attacks on their freedom to worship. 
“[Russian] government authorities contin-
ued to detain and fine members of minority 
religious groups and minority religious 
organizations for alleged extremism,” the 
report said. “The government also fined 
and issued deportation orders for a num-
ber of U.S. citizens for engaging in religious 
activity, in particular volunteers from the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.” 
The Russian Supreme Court ruled in April 
that the Jehovah’s Witnesses were an 
extremist organization and prohibited 
them from operating in the country. The 
court upheld the ruling on appeal in July. 
Freedom of religion is formally guaranteed 

in Russia but legislation sets out Orthodox 
Christianity, Islam, Judaism, and Buddhism 
as the country’s four traditional religions, 
and smaller denominations frequently face 
discrimination. Despite this guarantee, the 
State Department report said that the 
Russian government “continued to grant 
privileges to the [Russian Orthodox 
Church] not accorded to any other church 
or religious association, including the right 
to review draft legislation and greater 
access to public institutions.” (RFE/RL) 

Saakashvili plans return to Ukraine

PRAGUE – Mikheil Saakashvili, the for-
mer Georgian president and ex-governor of 
Ukraine’s Odesa region who was stripped 
of his Ukrainian citizenship in July, says he 
plans to return to Kyiv next month. “I am 
returning to Ukraine. I will arrive on 
September 10 travelling from Poland 
through the Krakovets checkpoint [in the 
Lviv region],” he said in a live broadcast on 
Facebook on August 16. President Petro 
Poroshenko stripped Mr. Saakashvili of his 
Ukrainian citizenship on July 26, a move 
the former Georgian president condemned 
as an “illegal way to move me from the 
political scene in Ukraine.” The 49-year-old 
Mr. Saakashvili, who served two terms as 
president from 2004 to 2013, is an ada-
mantly pro-Western reformist who came to 
power in Georgia as a result of the peaceful 
Rose Revolution protests of 2003. But his 
popularity declined in his later years in 
office, in part because of the 2008 five-day 
war with Russia during which Moscow’s 
forces drove deep into the South Caucasus 
country. Mr. Saakashvili was stripped of his 
Georgian citizenship in 2015 after he took 
Ukrainian citizenship in order to become 
governor of the Odesa region. Georgia is 
seeking Mr. Saakashvili’s extradition to face 
charges related to the violent dispersal of 
protesters and a raid on a private television 
station. He says those charges are political-
ly motivated. Mr. Saakashvili resigned as 
Odesa’s governor in November 2016 – 
complaining of official obstruction of anti-
corruption efforts, accusing Mr. Poroshenko 
of dishonesty, and charging that the central 
government was sabotaging crucial 
reforms. Now, without Ukrainian citizen-
ship, Mr. Saakashvili cannot seek political 
office in Ukraine, where his party is calling 
for early parliamentary elections. However, 
he said in the Facebook broadcast that he 
has been travelling on his Ukrainian pass-
port. Ukraine is scheduled to conduct its 
next presidential election in March 2019. 
(RFE/RL)

Georgian party demands independent probe 

TBILISI – Georgia’s opposition United 
National Movement (ENM) party has called 
for an independent forensic testing of an 
audio recording in which the Ukrainian and 
Georgian internal affairs ministers are 
apparently discussing the possible extradi-
tion of Mikheil Saakashvili, a former 
Georgian president and ex-governor of 
Ukraine’s Odesa region. Nika Melia, leader 
of Mr. Saakashvili’s ENM party, said on 
August 14 that the party would conduct its 
own testing if Georgian authorities failed to 
commission an independent testing from a 
foreign organization. Russian prankster 
Aleksei Stolyarov, known as Lexus, said on 
August 13 that he tricked Georgian Internal 
Affairs Minister Giorgi Mgebrishvili, intro-
ducing himself by phone as his Ukrainian 
counterpart, Arsen Avakov, and recorded 
the talk. In the audio recording, which 
appeared on August 12 on the Ukrainian 
news portal Strana.ua, a man with a voice 
similar to Mr. Mgebrishvili’s says that 
Tbilisi does not want Mr. Saakashvili back 
in Georgia. He adds that Ukrainian 
President Petro Poroshenko and the 
Georgian authorities had discussed Mr. 
Saakashvili’s possible extradition before. 
Georgia’s Internal Affairs Ministry said on 

August 13 that the recoding was fake. 
(RFE/RL’s Georgian Service)

Crimean Tatars detained during pickets 

SYMFEROPOL – Five Crimean Tatar 
activists have been detained while protest-
ing the jailing of Server Karametov, a 
76-year-old man who has Parkinson’s dis-
ease, by the Russian-imposed authorities. 
The activists picketed the buildings of the 
Russia-controlled Supreme Court, Internal 
Affairs Ministry, Parliament and govern-
ment in the Crimean capital, Symferopol, 
on August 14. Lawyer Emil Kurbedinov told 
RFE/RL that his colleague, Edem 
Semedlyayev, was with four of the activists 
who were being questioned at a police sta-
tion. The fifth activist was detained sepa-
rately earlier in the day, local rights activ-
ists told RFE/RL. Mr. Karametov was 
detained on August 8 while demonstrating 
in Symferopol in support of Crimean Tatars 
who have been prosecuted by Russia since 
it seized the Ukrainian peninsula in 2014. 
He was found guilty of disobeying police, 
jailed for 10 days and fined 10,000 rubles 
($165). Amnesty International has urged 
Russia to release Mr. Karametov immedi-
ately, calling him “a prisoner of conscience, 
with Parkinson’s disease.” Russia has been 
sharply criticized by international rights 
groups and Western governments for its 
treatment of members of the indigenous 
Turkic-speaking Crimean Tatar minority. 
The majority of Crimean Tatars opposed 

the Russian takeover of their historic 
homeland. (Crimean Desk, RFE/RL’s 
Ukrainian Service)

Ukrainian sentenced on ‘terror’ charges 

KYIV – A court in Russia has sentenced a 
Ukrainian citizen to 8 years in prison on 
terrorism charges. The North Caucasus 
Regional Court on August 11 found Artur 
Panov guilty of planning a terrorist attack in 
the city of Rostov-on-Don. It issued the sen-
tence the same day. Mr. Panov’s co-defen-
dant, Russian citizen Maksim Smyshlyaev, 
was sentenced to 10 years on the same 
charges. Mr. Panov was arrested in Rostov-
on-Don in December and Mr. Smyshlyaev in 
January. Both went on trial in February. 
Rights activists say Russia has jailed several 
Ukrainians on trumped up, politically moti-
vated charges since Moscow seized 
Ukraine’s Crimea region in March 2014. In 
March, the European Parliament called on 
Russia to free more than 30 Ukrainian citi-
zens who were in prison or other condi-
tions of restricted freedom in Russia, 
Crimea, and parts of eastern Ukraine that 
are controlled by Russia-backed separatists. 
The list included filmmaker Oleh Sentsov, 
who is serving a 20-year sentence in a 
Russian prison after being convicted of 
plotting terrorist attacks in a trial support-
ers called absurd, and reporter Roman 
Sushchenko, held in Moscow on suspicion 
of espionage. (RFE/RL, based on reporting 
by TASS and Interfax)

(Continued from page 14)
NEWSBRIEFS

Taras Dobusz
passed into eternity at the age of 66.

Taras was born December 29, 1950 in Newark, NJ.

Funeral services were held August 12, 2017 at St. Andrew Memorial 
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, in South Bound Brook, NJ, followed by 
interment in St. Andrew Ukrainian Cemetery.

Taras was an accomplished architect, specializing in designing 
Ukrainian churches.

With great sorrow, he is survived by his:

father and mother  - Gregory Hryhoriy and  Helen Halyna Dobusz   
      (née Sydorenko) 

sister    - Olia Lupan and her husband Walter Lupan
nephew and niece  - Andrew Lupan and Nina Lupan
as well as by many cousins in the US and Ukraine, and a broad circle 

of friends.

In lieu of � owers, charitable donations may be made in Taras’ name to:

United Ukrainian American Relief Committee, Inc.
1206 Cottman Ave., Philadelphia, PA, 19111
www.uuarc.org

Vichnaya Pamyat!

With deep sorrow we share with family and 
friends that on August 8, 2017 our beloved

son, brother, uncle and nephew

DEATH ANNOUNCEMENTS
Death announcements should be sent to the Advertising Department by 

e-mail to adukr@optonline.net or by fax to 973-644-9510.

Deadline: Tuesday noon before the newspaper’s date of issue.

For further information call 973-292-9800, ext. 3040.
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Heritage Sunday
at Lincoln Center

NEW YORK – Sunday, August 6, was “Heritage Sunday,” a collaborative event 
presented by the Center for Traditional Music and Dance, the Center for Art, 
Tradition and Cultural Heritage, and Lincoln Center Out of Doors that celebrates 
diverse cultural traditions from around the world found in New York.  This 
year’s concert – the 19th annual – featured the music and dance traditions of 
Eastern Europe and Central Asia. An enthusiastic crowd filled Lincoln Center’s 
Hearst Plaza to capacity and enjoyed performances by the Cheres Folk 
Orchestra, representing the Carpathian region of western Ukraine, and Iskra 
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble; the acrobatic Georgian music and dance troupe 
Dancing Crane - Dance Studio; the “Queen of Tajik Dance” Malika Kalontarova; 
and Albanian vocal star Merita Halili, with an orchestra led by the Republic of 
Kosova’s Raif Hyseni.

COMMUNITY CHRONICLE

Artistic directors Andrij Cybyk of Iskra (left) and Andriy Milavsky of Cheres (third from 
right) with some of their dancers and musicians.

Iskra welcomes the audience with its “Pryvit” dance. Cheres Ukrainian Folk Orchestra in a lively number.

Iskra Ukrainian Dance Ensemble in “Hopak.”
Christine Syzonenko 
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Andrei Kushnir
AMERICAN PAINTING

FINE ART
5125 MacArthur Boulevard, N.W., Suite 17

Washington, DC  20016
202-244-3244

andreikushnir.com
classicamericanpainting.com

Слава Україні!
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Michigan
Ukrainian Selfreliance Michigan
Federal Credit Union
26791 Ryan Road
Warren, MI 48091
T: 877. POLTAVA
Branch o�  ces:
Hamtramck, MI
www.usmfcu.org

Michigan
Ukrainian Future Credit Union
26495 Ryan Road
Warren, MI 48091
T: 586.757.1980
Branch o�  ces:
Hamtramck, MI
West Bloom� eld, MI
www.ukrfutcu.org

New Jersey
Nova UA Federal Credit Union
851 Allwood Road
Cli� on, NJ 07012
T: 1-844-7NOVAFCU
Branch o�  ce:
Botany Village; Cli� on, NJ
www.novafcu.com

Pennsylvania – New Jersey
Ukrainian Selfreliance
Federal Credit Union
1729 Cottman Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19111
T: 888.POLTAVA
Branch o�  ces:
Feasterville, PA
Jenkintown, PA
Philadelphia, PA; Trenton, NJ
www.ukrfcu.com

Pennsylvania
Ukrainian Selfreliance
of Western Pennsylvania
Federal Credit Unon
95 South Seventh Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
T: 412.481.1865
www.samopomich.com

Connecticut-Massachusetts
Ukrainian Selfreliance New England
Federal Credit Union
21 Silas Deane Highway
Wethers� eld, CT 06109
T: 800.405.4714
Branch o�  ces:
West� eld, MA; New Britain, CT
www.usnefcu.com

Illinois – New Jersey
Selfreliance Ukrainian American
Federal Credit Union
2332 West Chicago Ave.
Chicago, IL 60622
T: 888.222.UKR1
Branch o�  ces:
Newark, NJ; Jersey City, NJ;
Whippany, NJ; 
Palatine, IL; Bloomingdale, IL;
Chicago, IL
www.selfreliance.com

Maryland
Selfreliance Baltimore
Federal Credit Union
2345 Eastern Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21224
T: 410.327.9841
 www.srbfcu.org

New York
Self Reliance (NY)
Federal Credit Union
108 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10003
T: 888.SELFREL
Branch o�  ces:
Kerhonkson, NY; Uniondale, NY;
Astoria, NY; Lindenhurst, NY
www.selfrelianceny.org

New York – Connecticut
SUMA (Yonkers)
Federal Credit Union
125 Corporate Blvd.
Yonkers, NY 10701
T: 888.644.SUMA
Branch o�  ces:
Spring Valley, NY; Stamford, CT;
New Haven, CT; Yonkers, NY
www.sumafcu.org

New York – New Jersey
Ukrainian National
Federal Credit Union
215 Second Avenue
New York, NY 10003
T: 866.859.5848
Branch o�  ces:
South Bound Brook, NJ
Brooklyn, NY; Perth Amboy, NJ
www.ukrnatfcu.org

New York – California
Massachusetts – Ohio – 
Oregon – Washington
Ukrainian Federal Credit Union
824 Ridge Road East
Rochester, NY 14621
T: 877.968.7828
Branch o�  ces:
Bu� alo, NY; Amherst, NY; 
Cohoes, NY;  Syracuse, NY; 
Webster, NY; Westwood, MA; 
Parma, OH; Portland, OR; 
Citrus Heights, CA; 
Federal Way, WA; Vancouver, WA
www.rufcu.org

Ohio
Cleveland Selfreliance
Federal Credit Union
6108 State Road
Parma, OH 44134
T: 440.884.9111
Branch o�  ces:
North Canton, OH; Lorain, OH
www.clevelandselfreliance.com 

ЦЕНТРАЛЯ УКРАЇНСЬКИХ КООПЕРАТИВ АМЕРИКИ (ЦУКА)
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ASSOCIATION

2315 W. Chicago Ave.,  Chicago, Illinois 60622  •  Tel. 773 489-0050  •  www.uncua.com

On the occasion of the 
26th ANNIVERSARY OF UKRAINIAN INDEPENDENCE

best wishes to all Ukrainians, especially our worldwide Ukrainian cooperative family.

„...Плекатиму силу і тіла, і духа,
Щоб нарід мій вольним, могутнім зростав,
Щоб в думах журливих невольнича туга
Замовкла, а гордо щоб спів наш лунав...“

В імені цілої Пластової родини Америки

Крайова Пластова Старшина США

вітає

весь Український народ

з нагоди

26-oї Річниці Незалежности
вільної, самостійної і суверенної 

України.

Многая і Благая Літа!    Слава Україні!

Щоб нарід мій вольним, могутнім зростав,

ЗІ СВЯТОМ НЕЗАЛЕЖНОСТИ!

Український народ на рідних землях 
і всіх наших земляків, розкинених 

по різних країнах світу. 

Бажаємо

успіхів у всіх заходах для об’єднання 
національно-державницьких сил 
у справі відбудови та закріпленні 

соборної самостійної України.

Слава Україні! - Героям Слава!

Центральна Управа ОДВУ

Центральна Управа, 
Відділи i все членство 

Організації Державного
 Відродження України 

(ОДВУ)

вітають
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   CLEVELAND SELFRELIANCE
  FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

                 „САМОПОМІЧ“

УКРАЇНСЬКА ФЕДЕРАЛЬНА
КРЕДИТОВА КООПЕРАТИВА
„САМОПОМІЧ“ У КЛІВЛЕНДІ

вітає
СВОЇХ ЧЛЕНІВ 

та

ВЕСЬ УКРАЇНСЬКИЙ НАРОД
В УКРАЇНІ І ДІЯСПОРІ

з нагоди

26-ої РІЧНИЦІ
НЕЗАЛЕЖНОСТИ

УКРАЇНИ
608 State Road, Parma, Ohio 44134

Tel.: (440) 884-9111 • Fax: (440) 884-1719
Lorain (440) 277-1901 • Canton (330) 305-0989

UCCA NATIONAL OFFICE
203 Second Ave., New York, NY 10003
Phone: (212) 228-6840/6841

e-mail: ucca@ucca.org 

UKRAINIAN NATIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE
311 Massachusetts Ave., N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002
Phone: (202) 547-0018 

e-mail: unis@ucca.orgwww.ucca.org 

The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America, Inc.
sends its warmest greetings to the Ukrainian American community on the occasion of the

26th Anniversary of Ukraine’s renewed independence!
We especially ask our Lord today to help our brethren in Ukraine as they continue their 

struggle to defend Ukraine’s independence and protect its territorial integrity. 

 Glory to Ukraine!       Glory to Her Heroes!

З ДНЕМ НЕЗАЛЕЖНОСТИ 
РІДНА УКРАЇНО!

Вітаємо
український народ на рідних землях і в діяспорі

ztc@earthlink.net

Greeting of the
UKRAINIAN AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 

on the occasion of the 
26th Anniversary of Ukraine’s Independence

With deepest respect and sincere pride, the Ukrainian 
American Bar Association salutes the Ukrainian people 
who continue to bravely demonstrate their gargantuan 
moral strength by shedding their blood and sacrificing 

their lives to forge a truly free, national, and democratic 
Ukrainian consciousness which is a God-given right 

of every nation. Despite the thunders of war, 
the Ukrainian people’s resolve for freedom 

will be graced with true independence.

Слава Україні! – Героям Слава!

The Board of Directors 
of the 

Ukrainian Institute of America

extends its greetings 
to Ukrainian people living in Ukraine

and to all Ukrainians dispersed throughout the world 

on the occasion of the

26th Anniversary 
of the 

Independence of Ukraine
We wish them success in their e� orts 

to unite all forces for the purpose of building 
a strong and independent Ukraine.

Ukrainian Institute of America
2 East 79th Street (corner Fifth Avenue) New York City

212-288-8660  www.ukrainianinstitute.org
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Events worldwide mark 50th anniversary of Ukrainian World Congress

Program to showcase musical heritage of Ukrainians, Georgians, Armenians

UWC

TORONTO – This year marks 50 years of the Ukrainian 
World Congress (UWC), the international coordinating 
body for Ukrainian communities in the diaspora that repre-
sents the interests of over 20 million Ukrainians via a net-
work of member organizations and ties with Ukrainians in 
53 countries.

To raise awareness of its history, present activities and 
plans for the future, the UWC has planned a range of anni-
versary events in Ukraine and in the countries of the 
Ukrainian diaspora with the goal of engaging the participa-

tion of its network, Ukrainians in Ukraine, friends of Ukraine 
around the world and the international community.

 The 2017 celebrations include the following:
• “Celebrating Cooperation” – in Kyiv on August 26.
• “Celebrating Identity” – in Lviv on August 27-29.
• “Where it All Began” – in New York on September 16.
• “Shaping the Future” – in Toronto on November 10-11.
In addition, a series of international conferences will be 

held in Ukraine, the United States, Argentina, Belgium and 
Canada. The schedule and topics are as follows:

• “UWC at 50 and Beyond: The European Context” – 
August 28 in Lviv at Lviv Polytechnic National University

• “UWC at 50 and Beyond: The North American Vector” 
– September 16 in New York at the Princeton Club.

• “UWC at 50 and Beyond: The South American Vector” 
– September 30 in Buenos Aires.

• “ UWC at 50 and Beyond: European and Euro-Atlantic 
Forum” – November 7 in Brussels at the European 
Economic and Social Committee.

• “UWC at 50 and Beyond: The Roadmap” – on 
November 10-11 in Toronto at The Old Mill.

Some of the UWC’s member organizations had previous-
ly hosted 50th anniversary celebrations in April. These 
took place in Greece, Italy, Spain, Portugal and Poland.

JAMAICA PLAIN, Mass. – A unique program, “Our Songs, 
Our Legacy,” showcasing the rich musical heritage of three 
ancient cultures – Ukrainian, Georgian and Armenian – will 
take place at Christ the King Ukrainian Catholic Church in 
Jamaica Plain, Mass., on Friday, September 15, at 7:30 p.m. 
and at First Armenian Church in Belmont, Mass., on 
Saturday, September 16, at 5 p.m. 

Talents of the World, an international concert organiza-
tion, partnering with a new organization, Ukrainian Vocal 
Heritage, is starting a series of such cultural bridges, hop-
ing to travel the world with these programs. The mission of 
such performances is to share the uniqueness and beauty 
of the Ukrainian vocal and instrumental music with a wide 
audience, and partner with other communities, to spread 
the idea of music transcending all political borders. During 
the performances, representatives of different cultures are 
able to show off the gems of their own musical heritage 
and turn the event into an experience of friendship and 
artistic excellence. 

Talents of the World has performed on every continent 
and engages world-class singers and instrumentalists who 
have performed at some of the most prestigious theaters 

and concert halls: the Metropolitan Opera, LaScala, New 
York City Opera, Carnegie Hall, Covent Gardent, etc. Its 
founder and president is David Gvinianidze, a renowned 
baritone and a recipient of the United Nations Medal for 
promoting arts and culture in the world. 

These concerts mark the beginning for the Ukrainian 
Vocal Heritage organization, founded by professional clas-
sical singer Olga Lisovska of Boston, whose mission in her 
artistic life is to promote Ukrainian vocal music. Ms. 
Lisovska sings regularly with various opera houses and 
concert organizations in the U.S. Wherever she goes, she 
always thinks of ways to include Ukrainian repertoire in 
her programs. 

Ms. Lisovska says she noticed a lack of knowledge about 
the Ukrainian repertoire in the U.S. She also noticed that, 
despite being completely new to the listeners, the 
Ukrainian melodies quickly win the hearts of the audiences 
and become instant hits. Ms. Lisovska added that she firm-
ly believes Ukrainian songs should be standard repertoire 
for singers throughout the world, as their beauty and origi-
nality rival the most famous and popular melodies. 

 “Our Songs, Our Legacy” will display the extraordinary 

talents of seven musicians. 
Representing Ukraine will be Ms. Lisovska, soprano, a 

soloist with Commonwealth Lyric Theater; and Galyna 
Kryvanich, pianist, artist of The Chamber Ensemble, Kyiv 
National University of Culture and Arts.

Georgia will be represented by Mr. Gvinianidze, bari-
tone, soloist of Batumi Opera; and Merab Ebralidze, pianist 
and teacher at The New York conservatory. 

Representing Armenia will be Levon Hovsepian, pianist, 
who was the guest artist at a reception honoring President 
Levon Ter-Petrossian of Armenia and U.S. Sen. Edward 
Kennedy; Vartan Gabrielian, bass-baritone, who attends 
the prestigious Curtis Institute of Music; and Narine 
Babadjanian, pianist, of Tbilisi State Conservatory. 

Christ the King Ukrainian Catholic Church is located at 
146 Forest Hills St., Jamaica Plain, MA 02130; and First 
Armenian Church is at 380 Concord Ave., Belmont, MA 
01803. 

Tickets cost $10 (children), $15 (students) and $25 
(general admission). To support this endeavor and to 
reserve a spot in the front row, sponsor tickets may be pur-
chased for $50. For tickets go to talentsoftheworld.tix.com.

Among the performers of the program “Our Songs, Our Legacy” will be (from left): Olga Lisovska, Galyna Kryvanich, David Gvinianidze and Vartan Gabrielian.

Andrey Maslov Yury Kryvanich Talents of the World

gram within three years and graduated with a 
Master of Divinity degree cum laude in May 2002.

He was ordained as a subdeacon in May 1998, 
and as a deacon in November 1999 by Archbishop 
Stephen Sulyk. He received his presbyteral orders 
from Archbishop Stefan Soroka in December 2001 
in the Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral of the 
Immaculate Conception in Philadelphia.

Upon completing his theological studies, he was 
appointed as an administrator of Nativity of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary Church in New Brunswick, N.J. 
(2002-2003; 2004-2005) and St. Michael the 
Archangel Church in Hillsborough, N.J. (2002-2005), 
and for a brief time was administrator of Immaculate 
Conception Church in Hillside, N.J. (2003-2004). 

In the fall of 2005, Father Andriy returned to the 
Catholic University of America in Washington for stud-
ies in canon law. In 2008, he graduated with a 
Licentiate in Canon Law, having completed his disserta-
tion on the patriarchal tribunal in the Eastern Church.

Since 2008, he has served as pastor of Nativity of 

the Blessed Virgin Mary Church in Reading, Pa., 
where he successfully relocated the parish. He also 
serves St. Andrew the Apostle Church in Lancaster, 
Pa., a newly formed mission parish which he began 
in February 2013.

Episcopal ordination date 

The newly nominated auxiliary bishop Andriy 
Rabiy will be ordained by Patriarch Sviatoslav dur-
ing the opening hierarchical divine liturgy for the 
Synod of Bishops to take place on Sunday, 
September 3, at St. George Ukrainian Catholic 
Cathedral in Lviv. Co-consecrators will be 
Archbishop Soroka, metropolitan of Philadelphia, 
and Bishop David Motiuk, eparch of the Edmonton 
Eparchy in Alberta. The newly ordained Bishop 
Andriy will then participate in his first meeting of 
the Synod of Bishops. 

The new bishop will be formally welcomed in the 
Ukrainian Catholic Metropolia of Philadelphia when 
he celebrates a hierarchical divine liturgy at the 
Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral of the Immaculate 
Conception in Philadelphia on Sunday, September 
24, at 3 p.m. A formal reception will follow in the 
Cathedral Hall. 

(Continued from page 10)

Pope Francis...

witnessed the stamping out of human freedom in a small and defense-
less country and seen its sovereignty trampled down by the Red Army.” 
The students urged the U.N. to unmask the “true nature of Moscow’s 
objectives” and demanded the immediate withdrawal of Soviet troops 
from Czechoslovakia.

Similar letters were sent from the Ukrainian Canadian Committee (now 
known as the Ukrainian Canadian Congress), and the World Congress of 
Free Ukrainians (now known as the Ukrainian World Congress).

The World Congress of Free Ukrainians commended U.N. delegations 
that condemned the Soviet aggression at the U.N. Security Council, and 
appealed to other countries to join forces in defending freedom “against 
Soviet Russian imperialism.”

The Soviet action in Czechoslovakia soured U.S-Soviet relations and 
shocked the West. Not since the 1956 Soviet invasion of Hungary had 
the Soviet government resorted to such force to bring one of its com-
munist satellite states into line. As a result, U.S. President Lyndon B. 
Johnson abruptly canceled his scheduled October 1968 visit to the 
Soviet Union to discuss, among other topics, arms control. 

Source: “Ukrainian reaction to invasion: shock, indignation and out-
rage,” The Ukrainian Weekly, August 31, 1968.

(Continued from page 6)

Turning the pages back...
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Through Exhibit from Ukraine, “The Courageous: Our Heroes,”
September 30 Ukrainian National Museum, 312-421-8020 or
Chicago info@ukrainiannationalmuseum.org

August 24 Canada 150 celebration, Embassy of Ukraine, 
Ottawa Horticulture Building, Lansdowne Park,
 emb_ca@mfa.gov.ua or 613-230-2961 ext. 100

August 24 USCAK Beach Soccer Tournament, beach in front of Pan
Wildwood Crest, N  American Hotel, www.uscak.org

August 24 Ukrainian Independence Day celebration, with Mayor 
Binghamton, NY Richard David at Binghamton City Hall, 
 bozhezbereshy@aol.com  or  607-798-9148

August 24 Proclamation of Ukrainian Independence Day, North 
North Port, FL Port City Hall, St. Andrew Ukrainian Religious and
 Cultural Center, 941-475-1587

August 25 USCAK Beach Volleyball Tournament, Ukrainian Sports 
Wildwood Crest, NJ Federation of the U.S.A. and Canada and the Lys Sports 
 Academy, beach in front of Pan American Hotel,
 rbulawski@gmail.com or www.uscak.org

August 25 Fund-raiser dance, Khmelnychenky Plast fraternity,
Wildwood, NJ  Wildwood VFW hall, Orest.michel@gmail.com or
 www.facebook.com/xmeli

August 26 Vocal recital with soprano Sofia Soloviy of the Rome 
Jewett, NY Theatro dell’ Opera, Grazhda Music and Art Center, 
 518-989-6479 or www.grazhdamusicandart.org

August 26 Ukrainian Day in the Park, Kiwanis Memorial Park, 
Saskatoon, SK www.ukrainiandayinthepark.ca

August 26 Ukrainian Independence Day celebration, Syracuse
Syracuse, NY Ukrainian National Home, www.syrucc.org/unh

August 26 Ukrainian Independence celebration, Ukrainian 
Miami American Club of Miami, 305-635-6374

August 26 Ukrainian Independence Day celebration, Ukrainian 
Ottawa Canadian Professionals and Businesspersons
 Association, Canal Royal Oak Pub, 613-238-7695 or
 rsorobey@rogers.com

August 26-27 Babas and Borshch Ukrainian Festival, various 
Lamont, AB  locations, www.babasandborshch.ca

August 26-27 Ukrainian Days Festival, Ukrainian Congress Committee 
Chicago of America – Illinois Division, Chicago Avenue (between
 2300 and 2200), www.uccaillinois.org

August 27 Ukrainian Folk Festival, “United Ukraine – United with Us,”
Horsham, PA Ukrainian American Sports Center Tryzub, www.tryzub.org

August 27 Friends Ukrainian Music Fest, Ukrainian Cultural 
Edmonton, AB Heritage Village, 780-662-3640 or uchv@gov.ab.ca

August 27 Ukrainian Independence Day concert, Spreckles Temple 
San Francisco of Music, Golden Gate Park, 
 www.goldengateparkband.org/concerts

August 27 Pilgrimage, “A Call to Prayer,” Assumption of the Blessed
Centralia, PA Virgin Mary Ukrainian Catholic Church, 570-339-0650

August 27 Ukrainian Independence Day celebration, Ukrainian
Trenton, NJ Home, www.ukrainianhome.com

August 27 Ukrainian Independence Day picnic, St. Andrew 
South Bound Brook, NJ Memorial Church, 732-356-0090

September 1-4 Family Fest, Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the U.S.A., 
Emlenton, PA All Saint Camp, 717-303-8651 or cbucharew@gmail.com

September 2 USCAK Swimming Championships, Ukrainian Sports 
Kerhonkson, NY Federation of the U.S.A. and Canada, Soyuzivka Heritage 
 Center, www.soyuzivka.com or www.uscak.org

Entries in “Out and About” are listed free of charge. Priority is given to events 
advertised in The Ukrainian Weekly. However, we also welcome submissions 
from all our readers. Items will be published at the discretion of the editors 
and as space allows. Please send e-mail to mdubas@ukrweekly.com.
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS
Sunday, August 27

HORSHAM, Pa.: The Ukrainian American 
Sport Center – Tryzub – will host the 26th 
annual Ukrainian Independence Folk 
Festival and Outdoor Summer Concert at 
Tryzubivka, County Line and Lower State 
roads, Horsham, PA 19044. Doors will 
open at noon. The outdoor summer con-
cert in the park will begin at 1:30 p.m. It is 
an integrated, dynamic program titled 
“United Ukraine; United,” a collaborative 
effort of prior performers: Voloshky 
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble, Iskra 
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble, violinist 
Innesa Tymochko Dekajlo and Vox Ethnika 
orchestra. Special guests include singer-
songwriter Iryna Lonchyna from Ukraine 
and the Efsane Crimean Tatar Ensemble. A 
social dance to the live music of Vox 
Ethnika will follow at 4:30 p.m. Delicious 
Ukrainian foods and baked goods, picnic 
fare, cool beverages and refreshments will 
be plentiful. Vendors are welcome. An arts 
and crafts bazaar and a children’s fun area 
will be open all day. Admission: $15; stu-
dents, $10; children under 15, free. 
Parking is free. For further information call 
267-664-3857, e-mail info@tryzub.org or 
visit www.tryzub.org. The sponsor is a 
501(c)(3) tax-exempt nonprofit charitable 
organization; proceeds benefit youth and 
adult amateur sports, and cultural, frater-
nal and community programs.
Wednesday, September 6

NEWARK, N.J.: St. John’s Ukrainian 
Preschool will re-open with Ukrainian-
language Montessori sessions each week-
day morning from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Extended hours from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. are 
available to serve working parents. 
Minimum age is 2 years 6 months in 
September. The program emphasizes 
respect for the child, individualized learning 

and promotion of the child’s independence. 
For more information call Olenka 
Makarushka-Kolodiy, 973-763-1797; visit 
our website at http//coe.kean.edu/zax-
oronka/.
Sunday, September 14

WINNIPEG, Manitoba: The Ukrainian 
Canadian Congress, Manitoba Provincial 
Council, invites you to the Winnipeg 
screening of the multi-award-winning fea-
ture documentary film “Recovery Room,” 
directed by Adriana Luhovy and produced 
by Yurij Luhovy. It deals with Russia’s inva-
sion of eastern Ukraine, its impact and 
humanitarian medical missions. The film is 
based on interviews with wounded sol-
diers, Canadian and Ukrainian medical 
teams, and includes unique stock shots 
and photos. The screening will be held at 
the Manitoba Museum Auditorium, 190 
Rupert Ave., at 7 p.m. Admission is $20; 
$10 for students. The director and produc-
er will be present. For further information 
call 204-250-6520. Everyone is welcome.
Saturday, September 23

CLIFTON, N.J.:  The Tamburitzans 
International Folk Ensemble will perform 
at 4 p.m. at Clifton High School, located at 
333 Colfax Ave. With elaborate costumes 
and versatile musicians, singer and danc-
ers, the repertoire is from Croatia, Greece, 
Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania, 
Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia and 
Ukraine. The concert is being sponsored 
by Holy Apostles Orthodox Church located 
in Saddle Brook, N.J. Tickets for this family-
friendly event are available for purchase at 
www.talentshadows.events for $35 in 
advance and $40 at the door the day of the 
performance. For tickets call 973-460-
0243. For information visit www.holyapos-
tlesnj.org and click on Tamburitzans, or 
e-mail eventsholyapostles@gmail.com. 
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Ukrainian National Association, inc.

America’s Premier International Folk Ensemble

Presenting music, songs, dances 
and costumes from Eastern Europe 

and neighboring cultures!

Give the college students in your family their own gift subscriptions to 
The Ukrainian Weekly. The Weekly is a great resource for students who 
plan to write college papers on topics about Ukraine, helps students keep in 
touch with the Ukrainian community throughout the United States and 
Canada, and gives students the opportunity to keep learning about their 
Ukrainian heritage once they leave home. 

The price is only $65 ($60 if the student is a member of the UNA) – and 
that includes both print and online subscriptions! An online subscription 
alone is $30.

To take advantage of this special offer, phone The Weekly’s Subscription 
Department at 973-292-9800, ext. 3040, and charge the subscription to 
your credit card. 

BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPECIAL
A subscription – print and online, or online only –

to The Ukrainian Weekly!


